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The Silo.
(By Forett Henry, l>over, Minn.)
For many years the eilo was looked upon
with suspicion.
Many that were
built were used only for a few seasons
and then sank into decay.
During this
trial period many mistakes were made
in construction and as many more in
filling. Like all other experimental
work it took years to come to definite
conclusions. At the present time, however, the silo has passed the experimental stage and we are living in an era
when it bas become a positive factor on
the stock farm and we might add, an
absolute necessity where one wishes to
make the most of his business. The
failures at the beginning were due to
one of two things, viz., poor construction or a lack of knowledge of when to
fill and how to fill.
No matter what material one uses in
the construction of a silo there are two
things absolutely necessary to success.
It must be air-tight and of such form as
to allow it to be tilled with equal density. In other words, all corners must
be discarded as it is next to impossible
to get the silage thoroughly packed into
the corners. The cylindrical form is the
ideal form for two reasons. First, a
cylinder will contain more space for the
material used tban any other form; for
instance, the fuller you fill a sack the
rounder it gets. Again, you can pack a
round silo better and with less labor
than one of any other form. Again, a
silo should be as deep as it can be made
The silage settles
with consistency.
It bas
more and keeps with less loss.
been demonstrated that there is less
loss in feeding value as we go down into
In other words, the silage
onr silos.
near the top loses nearly double in feeding value over that which is twenty feet
lower in the silo.
We find it necessary to remove a thin
slice at least every other day over the
top of the silo while feeding it, particularly in warm weather, and consequently the man with ten cows should
have practically as deep a silo as the
farmer with 25, provided he furnishes as
good feed for his animals. Build as
deep as practical and as wide as is needed. One of the worst mistakes that is
ordinarily made by the farmer is to
build too wide and not high enough.
This is one reason why other material
tban wood should be used in its construction, as a high, narrow silo built of
wood is very apt to topple over in a high
wind. The wood silos have served their
day and generation and mlde thousands
of dollars for their owners, but I do feel
that in many localities some other and
more lasting material should be used.
Lumber bas gone up in price and down
in quality very fast during the past
twenty years. This is another reason
a substitute should be used when

why

practicable.

\"ΆΤ CATARRH

Owing to the fact that depth is desirable, it is well to let the silo go down

five or six feet below the ground. It
does not add largely to the cost and does
add greatly to the capacity of the silo,
as the six feet below the ground are
equivalent to twelve feet at the top. As
it quickly absorbed.
to the comparative height and width, I
(>.»> Raiiel it Once.
would Ray that a silo 16 χ 42 feet is a
of 30 to
It e!#*n:· », * thes,
very good proportion for a dairy
a
I p: tects
40 cows; 14 χ 40 for a smaller herd or
•m d" «- I mem·
possibly 12 χ 40. and in case of a small
Vw»r.s\ u^frorn
herd a silo 10 χ 3S would answer nicely
fu.Th iiiiii drives
when built of cement blocks, brick or
<*»τ a Ci'l i ia the
One can
readily see that
concrete.
3*1 quickly. Kethese proportions would not be pracIn
itur»» : :ie St,· usee of
tical when constructed of wood.
•ate
1 Smell. Full size 50 cts., at l)rug- constructing a silo of cement blocks or
f.»te ui b v mail. Iu liquid form, 73 cents, brick it is necessary to go below the
fly Br< -.tiers, 50 Warr«u Street, New York. frost line to insure a good foundation.
Many have larger barns than they actualare
ly need with a silo. If the barns
sufficiently high to admit of building a
silo inside, much expense can be saved,
ai 1 irr 1 » i»are need
be taken to keep out
fr»et an<i the roof can to dispensed with.
Under these conditions the concrete silo
While
c >mes nearest to tilling the bill.
it can be built quite cheaply, it is not
as
nearly frost-proof as some. Under
these conditions, however, this would
V· V
uot be an objection as It is surrounded
by th« barn. In building a concrete silo
great care should be taken to carry the
walls perpendicularly so that when the
FITTED BY
silago settles there will be no air space
For instance, if there is
at the outside.
S.
a bow outward in the wall there roust
MAINE.
«OUTH PARIS.
be a vacant space where the air will
The secret
enter and spoil the silage.
η
of keeping sitage is in keeping oat the
air. The corn heats and this drives out
the air and thus It keeps just as the
Hnt Clui Far· fl.OO each way.
fruit in the jar keeps, when the air is
BAY
and
Steamships GOV. DINGLEY
driven out by applying heat. No pockPort-1
STATE leave Franklin Wharf,
ets should be left that air can enter and
P.
si.
at
7
week
!»nd,
days
therefore we say carry the walls up
straight and see that they are properly
Roturnins
reinforced by laying in wires while the
Leave Central Wharf, Boston, week walls are being constructed.
For an outside silo, I don't believe
days at 7 p. m.
a double
Through tickets on sale at principal one can do better thanairto use
brick wall with an
spaceLleft beti!rua<l stations.
tween, only using the large 9 χ 12 holJ. P. LISCOMB, General A^ent,
low bricks that give a double air space.
Portland, Me.
Xext to these, I would mention the ceThis is not.
ment hollow block silo.
however, as nearly frost proof as the
silo built of brick. But why say anyabout building to keep out frost
8*eryb >.ly to save their HAGS, RUB- thing
while we are told by many tlia' freeziug
Mail
BER AND METAI.S for me.
does not greatly injure silage? While it
orders promptly attended to. I also buy is true that freezing does not greatly inNORMAN N. Κ LA IN,
jure silage, provided it is properly thawPoultry.
ed before feeding, it is very unhandy to
Maine.
Box
Norway,
&-lyr.
817,
get it out when frozen, and c >usiderable
trouble to thaw it out. I do not want
silage lying around my cow barn to thaw
t. W. ( H WIMi K,
I should rather take a little more
out.
in
pains iu building when it is only once
a life time, than be compelled to chop
out silage and take the trouble to thaw
In building of brick or
1*111 furnish DOORS m<1 WINDOWS of any j it out later.
or Styie at reasonable price·.
cement blocks one roust take the precaution to get a good deep foundation as
mentioned before, and then strongly reinforce. As to cost, a double brick wall
will cost slightly more than one made of
if !o want of any kln<l of Ftnlah for Inalile ο»
1
'AttsMi W'irt, »enJ In your orrlers. Pine Lam wood of like size. The hollow brick or
*r W'l
Casli.
for
Ihlngles on hand Cheap
cement block silo can be built fully as
cheaply M one of wood where a good
or
and Job
quality of wood is used. The brick
cement block silos have these advanMatched Hlne Sheathing for Sale.
They last almost indetinitely
tages:
where well built, freeze less and keep
E. W.
the silage in better shape, as they are
Maine.
inside with two cats of ce*e»t Sumner
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The
SILO?

The corn that will make the greatest
growth of stalk and ripen its ears.
When any variety of corn is planted that

is so late in maturing as not to mature
ears, you are then sacrificing quality for
quantity. The one mistake that farmers
have been making is filling their silos
with immature corn. It has not yet
reached its highest state of perfection.
It also contains too much moisture,
which keeps the silage from heating to
that point which will drive out the air
to the extent that is necessarv for the
best keeping of the silage. It should
reach the stage that we would desire it
to reach, if we were to put it into the
shocks to cure for dry feed. I prefer
the blower to the carrier for elevating
the cut fodder into the silo. It can be

Gfe

*

WHAT KIND OF COBS SHALL WK PLANT
FOB THE
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"help-out" for the short pastures daring
dry summer or to feed in oonoection
with oorn silage in winter.

a

Silver Horde
*£■>·"*
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quicker and by using the hood

one man can

day*' poultry institute, Feb. 21st, 22d

CHAPTER IX.

fy~|l
If I

you." wrote Mildred. "It was
and 23d.
the first quarrel we ever had, and I'm
The purpose of the short course is to
half sick as a result. I simply can't
give information to people who cannot
and we have
come to the university for a longer bear that sort of thing,
period of time, along lines of incubation, agreed to drop the subject What
brooding, breeding, housing, fattening, roused him to such a sudden fury I'm
killing, marketing and something of the sure I don't know."

business problems of the industry. The
work is given chiefiy by means of lecand
tures
practical demonstrations.
The course offered is in every way a

practical

one.

brooders,

etc.

The time before and after the regular
sessions of the class will be given to the
care of
breediug stock, Incubators,
the College
tho University of
of Agriculture
Maine was established in the summer of
The poultry plant was especially
1908.
planned for instructional purposes and
all equipment is new and up-to-date.
The incubator building la a large two
and a half story brick and frame structure with two large incubator rooms, egg
first
room, oil room, and office on the
floor and laboratory on the second. The
buildincubator
the
brooder house joins
iDg and both are heated with hot water.
Other buildings are the crate and pen
fattening house with killing room attached; feed house; long laying house of
twelve pens; and fifteen movable colony
Fifteen leadhouses of different types.
ing breeds and varieties of fowls, ducks,
and geese are kept for purposes of instruction and demonstration—while in
the vicinity are several large commercial
poultry plants from which many valuable lessons may be drawn.
No tuition or fees of any kind are
charged. Very few books are used so
the expense for these is small. Board
and room can be had at 54.00 to $5.00 a
week. The only other expense is for
railroad fare. Accommodations will be
engaged in advance for any who desire.
It is advisable for those who expect to
come to do this.
The programme of the poultry instiFor further intute will appear later.
formation relating to the short oourse
and institute, address correspondence to
Dr. Leon S. Merrill, Director of Extension Work, University of Maine.
The

poultry department of
of

the Farm Horse.
Probably the most important part io
tbe care of the horse i· the feeding. À
large majority of the diseases among
farm horses result from faulty feeding.
So many make tbe mistake of not sebecuring tbe best feed. Their trouble
gins when partially matured, musty and
dusty feed is used.
Several points should be taken into
consideration when we decide upon the
amount of feed; whether tbe animal is
accustomed to dry feed, and if in good
flesh or in a thin, emaciated condition.
Λ horse should not be fed a large
quantity of hay and grain without exercise. Many think that because a horse
is thin in flesh no work should be required of him. It is always best to
work the flesh into the animal rather
than to fatten him as you would a steer.
A good plan is to have a stated proas to time and amount of feed to
e given.
Horses, by all means, should
be fed regularly. Hay requires time
for mastication and digestion. For this
reason the large percentage of tbe hay
should be fed at night. Horses soon
learn the manner of giving food and
water, so it is best to have one feeder
and have his plan followed out for all
the horses. The horse should receive
some water the first thing in tbe mornfed a
ing. After watering, the horse is
email amount of bay and then given
grain after all tbe hay has been eateu.
By this plan the feed which is the most
difficult to digest is left in the stomach,
and therefore receives proper digestion.
The noon feed should be given after
tbe horse is cooled and baa been allowed
to rest for fifteen minutes or half an
bour. A small quantity of water may
be given soon after the horse is brought
Feed hay, and when the
to the barn.
animal is thoroughly cooled, give all tbe
water be desire», after which feed the
grain. At night feed tbe same as at
in fact, feed
noon, only give more bay;
ae much hay at night as is given at both
morning and noon meals. When a borse
is working bard and is fed large quantities of grain, it is found advisable, once
a week, to give a bran mash for tbe evening meal. Tbe bran acta as a laxative
and prevents indigestion and possibly a
L. Barnes, Colorado
case of colic.— C.

Feeding

Eram

Agricultural College.

At this time of the year colds may dein the fiock. It is always best to
velop
plastered
In tbe first stages
In tbe bud.
ment mortar and are absolutely air-tight. nip these
and dry out or a one-grain quinine pill each night for a
shrink
not
will
up
They
will be found effective. Remove
blow down in windy, dry weather. A week
and dry quarters.
silo is a perfect receptacle for feed and tbe fowl to separate
in a week tbe cold will bave
has come to stay; why not build per- Generally
Colds are caused by exmanently? I don't mind doing a thing disappeared.
or by
well at the beginning, but I do dislike posure, or by olosely-built houses,
flocks, making tbe fowls
having to be eternally repairing. While overcrowded
and
roost
on
tbe
wbiie
to sweat at night
I think it is always good judgment
leave their perch the
bnild well, when one builds one does not chill when tbey
Have litter in tbe house,
always have the mean· at his command next morning.
then he must throwing the grain feed amongst It in
to do as he would like, and
what the evening at feeding time, and tbe
do as he can, and when a man does
fowls will start to aoratching tbe mo·
he can, he always does well. Under
a cheapment they get off tbe rooat at break of
these conditions, one can build
he can get out on day. This exercising warms up tbe
er silo of lumber that
blood and puts the fowls in good conhia own farm at a very slight expense,
with tarred felt dition to appreciate and thoroughly diboarding
double
and by
can be gest tbe morning mash.—Farm Journal.
between, an air-tigbt container
made and this is all that la necessary.
conven·
*t may not be ae artistic or as
It is a good rale to keep fowls indoors
as long, but it
jnt, neither will It laat
during rainy, snowy or windy weather.
and
service
help
While the rains dnrlng tbe summer will
will fill in and do good
and build a do no harm to the fowls, the cold rains
to pay off the mortgage
later.
one
more modern
of winter are injurious. Exposing fowls
Planks cut cornerwise and set points to bad weather la bnt to invite siokneaa.
roof and it needa Therefore, tbe more room in the hen
up make a very good
a plate to rest
no other framework save
houae, tbe more contented will tbe fowls
Give * good pitch to he when confined.—Farm Journal.
upon at the base.
the roof.
TH* 9ILO WITH?
Don't forget that a few beets, turnips
WHAT SHALL WE FILL
in or cabbage mixed with the regular raCorn is tbe one great crop to put
clover tions of the dairy herd these wlntrj
the silo, but notwithstanding this,
the
if put in days, will do much toward taking
makes most excellent silage
of the juloy grazing the animale
some
in
place
be
put
quite green. It must would
deem It nt relished so much In aummer, whea they
little tlm· before on·
to overflowing,—
When
put η in filled the mllk-p«II
for
hay.
to cut and dry
Firm Journal.
excellant
make·
It
manner,

HARPER

&·

over

Boyd knew, however, and the knowledge did not add to his comfort
It seemed. Indeed, as If the trust's
enmity had marked him In the eyes

BROTHER»

of the whole financial world. He was
aguln denied assistance at the banks,
and this time in a manner to show him
the futility of further effort.
In his perplexity he turned naturally
to Cherry, who listened to his tale of
repeated failure with furrowed brows,
pondering the matter as seriously at)
if the resi>onsibillty had been her own.
"The bsttle has begun sooner than
I expected," she said at length. "I nev
er dreamed they could fix the banks
ίο

quickly."

"Somehow

1

can't

this

believe

Is

people. I don't
see how they could acomplish so much
lu so short a time. Why, it came like
a thunderclap."
"I hope I am wrong." she answered,
-but something unexpected must have
happened to change Mr. Hllllard's attitude. What could it be except pressure from higher sources?"
the work of the trust

he

"Has
you ?"

dropped

any

hint

before

He wouldn't let go of
anything. Why," he Is too close fisted
to drop his 'r's.'
"Will you take dinner with me this
evening so that we can talk over any
"Not

a

hint.

further developments?"
"1 am to dine with Mr. Illlllard,"
said the girl.
"Oh!" Boyd's tone of disappointment
seemed disproportionate to the occaHe endeavored to disguise his
sion.
feeling by saying lightly:. "You are
He
breaking Into exclusive circles.
lives In quite a palace, I am told."
•'T

T'm

t\/\t

rllnf

ncr

of

hfa

homA."

Cherry hesitated, and Boyd flashed a
sharp glance at her. A faint color

flushed her cheeks as she explained.
"He could not see me at the office today. so he arranged for me to take dinner with him."
"I see." Boyd detected a note hither
to strange In his own voice. "I am go
Ing to try the Taooma banks tomorrow.
Would you like to run over with me In
llie morning? The sound trip Is beau·
».ful."

"1 would love to." she exclaimed. "I
uiay have something to report If I can
aiake Mr. Hllllard talk."
"Out of curiosity. I should like to
I'll call
know what Influenced him.
for you In time for the 9 o'clock boat,"
"Meanhe added as he arose to go.
while if you get a hint from Hllllard

It may be useful."
Cherry had finished her brwtWa^
next morning wheu he called and waa
awaiting him, clad In a brown velvet
Milt which set off her trim figure with
oil the effectiveness of skillful tailoring. She was as perfect to the eye as
the morning Itself.
"Well, did Hllllard expose the hidden mysteries of the banking system?"
he questioned as they walked down
toward the water front.
It is no mystery at all
"He did.

now."
"Then it was that newspaper story
that frightened him."
"Indirectly perhaps. He didn't men-

Boyd turned, to observe a rat faced
fellow across the way, evidently bound
for the Tucoma boat
"19 he following us?"
"I see him everywhere I go."
Boyd's face clouded angrily, at which
Cherry exclaimed. "Now, for heaven's
*ake, don't mimic Rig George or we'll
never learn anything."
"I won't stand for a spy," he growl-

ed.
Finally the girl said, "You really do
care a great deal for MIhs Wayland.

don't you?"
Ills only answer was a deep breath
and a slow turning of the head, but
his
once she had seen the look In
eyes she needed no other. She could
only say: "I hope she Is worthy of

all she Is causing you to suffer. Boyd.
So few of us are."
She did not speak again, but In her
heart was a great heaviness.
They
reached the dock and lost sight of the
spy, only to have him reappear soon
after the boat cleared, and, while

neither spoke of it, they felt his presduring the whole trip.
At Tacoma Boyd left her to go about
his business, but joined her later at
lunch, with the Joyful announcement:
"I've had better luck this time. They
said there would be no difficulty whatence

ever
ire

in handling the matter, and they
let me know definitely tomor-

to

row."
"Did Hawkshaw hound you to the
bank?" she Inquired.
"I rather think so."
"Then tomorrow will tell the tale."
"You mean the bank will turn me

'down?"

"Yes. If I've sized up the situation
correctly. I dare say these banks are
is cautious as those in Seattle, and a
few words over the telephone would

io the trick."
"I'm inclined to give that shadow a
little personal attention," the young
inau mused, but when she questioned
bim he only smiled and assured her of
his caution.

Again on the return trip they discovered the fellow among the passengers.
Cherry noticed us they readied the
dock that while Emerson maintained
a flow of conversation his eyes were
constantly upon the fellow's back and
that he kept a position close to his
shoulder, regardless of Jostling from
She could not tell what
the others.
this foreboded, nor did she gain a hint
of Boyd's purpose until the gangplank
was iu place aud they were out upon
It. A narrow space separated the boat
As they crossed this
from the dock.
Boyd slipped and half fell on the

slanting planks. He lunged violently
agalnst the man iu gray, who was next
him. It occurred with the suddenness
of pure accident, and the next she
saw was the stranger plunging downward along the piling, clutching wildly
at the vessel's side, while Boyd clung
to the guard rope as If about to lose
his balance.
The inta'a cry as he struck the water alwrmad the crowd aud caused η
momentary stampede, in which Cherry
»nd Boyd were thrust shoreward. hut

the confusion quickly subsided as an
officer flung a heaving line to Xhe gasping creature beneath. A moment Inter
the hatless spy was dragged to the

dock, indignant and eputteriug.
"I'm very sorry, sir." Boyd apologiz"It was all ray fault.
ed profusely.

"Who told yon
ν
grata Γ

as

I am persona

you
non

"Yon told me yourself without Intending to. Please give me credit for
If you had been a
some shrewdness.
welcome suitor you would have had
no difficulty in raising twice $200,000
Then, too, I remember
In Chicago
the story you told me at Kalvik, your
mental attitude—many things, in fact

was very simple."
"Well, what of It? What has all that
got to do with ray present difficulty?"
You want to marry the
"Listen!
daughter of the greatest trust builder
In the country, and he doesn't want
undertake
you for a son-in-law. You
tn enterprise which seriously threatens
his financial Interests, and if successful
In that you could defy his opposition
Now, all goes
in the other matter.
well until he learns of your plans,
then he strikes with his own weapons.
A word here and there, a hint to the
bauks, and your fine castle comes tum-

Oh, It

bling down about your

ears.

I

thought

you had more perception."
"We haven't figured Marsh in at
ill," he said tentatively.
"He figures nevertheless, as I Intend to show you today. To begin

with, please notice that unobstrualve
in the gray suit Not now! Don't
look around for a mlnnt*. Ton will
m him on the opposite aid· of the

nun

•4«et"

heard this much of a conversation:
"
Our contract covers 60,000 cases
at $5. We thought that was at least
20 cents under the market.'
"I was about to ring off when I remembered that you had sold your out
put of 50.000 cases to Bloc & Co. for $3
a case, so 1 listened on a chance and

heard another voice reply"—
"Whose voice?"
"I don't know. It said. 'We'll under-

sell that by $1.'
14
'Good Lord!' said the first speaker
'That means a loss of— And then I
I thought I'd better come
was cut off.
over In person Instead of trusting to
the wire."
"And you didn't recognize either

distinctly,

while the
his words came
»thers listened In tense silence.
"Hello! Yes! This Is Boyd Emerson." Then followed a pause, during
svhich the thin, rasping voice of the
listant speaker murmured unintelli-

gibly.
"Why not? Can't you give me a re:.jon? I thought you suid— Very weil.
"ΙίΛΛί! hv

"

Emerson hung up the receiver carefully and with the stune deliberation
Ho
turned to face his companions.
nodded and spread his hands outward
In an unmistakable gesture.
"What, already?" queried the girl.
"They must have been reached by

phone."

"That detective may have called
Marsh up from there."
"That means It won't do any good
The other
:o try further in Tacoma.
janks hnvc undoubtedly been fixed, or
:hey soon will be. If I can slip away
indiscovered I'll try Vancouver next,
jut I haven't much hope."
"It looks bad, doesn't It?" said Cher-

politeness."

Finding his worldly wisdom at issue,
"I
ilyde defended himself stoutly.
:ell you, be has gone off his blooming
>alance. I know the symptoms. Leave

"I'M VKKT SORRT, SIR."
of her face, his chuckle changed to
"He'll know enough
a wolfish snarL
to keep away from me hereafter."
"Don't! Don't! I never saw you
look so. Why, It might have been mur-

der!"
"Well?' He stared at ber curiously.
"I—I didn't think It of you." 8he
shuddered weakly, but he only shrug
with a
ged his shoulders and said,
finality that cut off further discussion:
"He's a spy. I won't be spied upon."
When Boyd entered his room at the
whither he bad gone after leav-

hotel,
ing Cherry at Hilliard's bank, Big
George greeted him excitedly.
"Here's the dickens to pay. We can't
get that barkentlne."
Why not? The
"The Margaret?
charter was all arranged."
"The agent telephoned that we could
not have her."
"What reasons did he offer?"
"None.

We can't have her, that's

all."
"She's tbe only arailable ship
sonnd. Our stuff will be here In

on
a

the

fort-

night"

"Some of It wllL"
"What do yon"—
"Boilers held αρ."

"Boilers Γ
Read that" Bait tossed him a
telegram.
"'Shipment delayed,'" read Boyd.
"Yes.

ser, who seemed on the

plosion.

point

of an ex-

«You are tired and overwrought,
said Cherry quietly to Boyd. "The success of this enterprise, with any happiness It may bring you, isn't worth a
human life, nor is It worth what you
nre

suffering."

"Perhaps

not. from your point or
view." he said roughly, then struck
What
his palm with his closed fist.
an Idiot I was to begin all thls-to
think I could win with no weapons
and no aid except a half mad fisherman, an addle brained imbecile, a con

into Hllllard's car. She was dressed
up like a pony."
"What's that got to do with It?" demanded "Flngerless" Fraeer.
"She pulled the old fellow's leg.
that's all," explained Alton.
"if 1 thought she had done that,"
said Emerson slowly, "I wouldn't
touch α penny of the money."
"I don't care where the money came
from or how it got there," rumbled
BalL "It's here; that's enough."
But Boyd clung to his point with a
stubbornness which he himself found

A NEW YEAR'S

BARGAIN

Grandmother and Grandfather Smith

sat in their cozy living room, grandmother knitting nnd grandfather look-

ing steadily into tho fire which burned
so brightly in the grate.
At length
grandfather sighed and spoke.
"Mother," he said, "I was Just recall
ing our past New Years—so many of
them that I hare lost count

And I

thinking how nice It was when
our son Tom and our girl Stella were
at home, for then we had some young
was

life in the

house,

some one

«ml to make merry over."

to

plan

for

"Yes," said grandmother, her voice
low; "yes, father, It is very sweet to

have children about"

"Yes, we are an aged household,
mother," said the old gentleman.

I'd tetter
"But there goes the bell.
go to the door, mother."
"No, don't trouble to put down your
pipe, father. I am already up and
shall see who Is ringing.

Ob, it's

our

fldence man""And a woman." supplemented Cherry. "I'm the one to blame."
"No; I blame no one but myself.
Whatever you're responsible for there s

only one person you've harmed—yourself."
"What do you mean?" asked Cherry
Her surprise left him unimpressed.
"Let's be frank." he said. "It Is best
I traded my
to have such things out.
friendship for money, and I am ruined.
You are staking your honor against
Her silence
Milliard's banknotes."
only made him the more fiercely deterOh
mined to force an explanation

I'm in no mood to speak gently,
said; then added, with a sting of con"No. But I discovered at the office
tempt in his tone. "I didn't think you
that rooms 010 and 612—the suit I saw would pay quite that price for your
occuof—are
that detective coming out
copper mine.'
pied by a Mr. Jones of New York, who
Cherry Malotte paled to her lips.
I'll bet any
arrived three days ago.
"Kindly be more explicit; I don't know
thing you please that you'll hear from what you are talking about"
Bloc & Co. within twenty-four hours
"Then, for your own good, you d betand that the occupant of those rooms ter understand. According to accepted
at the Hotel Buller Is Willis Marsh."
standards, there is one thing no woBig George began to mutter profane- man should trade upon. \©u have set
all
and
had
like
us.
they
ly. ''It looks
yourself to trap Hllllard, and from
because Fraeer's tongue Is hung in the what I hear
you are succeeding. He is
middle."
He Is notorious, and
α married man.
"All the same, well fight It out," said
yet you have deliberately yielded yourEmerson grimly. "If I can raise that nelf to him for a price."
money In Tacoran"— Again tbo teleSuddenly he found the girl standing
phone bell buzzed noisily.
over him with burning eyes nud qul\but
"Bloc & Co.," predicted Cherry,
erlng body.
for once she was wrong.
"What right have you to say such
"A call from Tacoma," said Boyd, the
things to me?" she cried. "A moment
receiver to his ear; "It must be the
ngo you acknowledged yourself a mur
Second National. They were not to let derer-at least in thought
You said
me
know till tomorrow."
Through you would sacrifice anything or everyroom
the
of
the open door
adjoining
thing to gain your ends. Do you think

lard's

Mil.*

..

He'll back us. I've got It lo writIt's all cinched—$100,000, and
more If we need It"
"Yon mast have made a great talk."
declared Clyde.
"I said nothing. He offered It himself as a personal loan. It has nothing
I'm going to tell
to do with the bank.
Cherry now."
Alton Clyde tittered. "I told you she
could pull It off," he said.
"This was Hilllard's own notion,"
Boyd returned coldly. "He merely reconsidered his decision, and"—
"Turn over! You're on your back."
"It was only yesterday afternoon
that I talked with Cherry. I dare say
she hasn't seen him since."
"Well I happen to know that she
has. As 1 came home last night 1 saw
them together. They came out of that
French cafe across the street and got
αρ.

ing.

speaker?"

:or Is at her disposal at all times, and
ihe treats his chauffeur with open con:empt If that doesn't signify"—
"Nonsense!" exclaimed the other
frith disgust. "She Is too nice a Rirl
For that You have misconstrued 1111-

"He informed me that you are ento marry Miss Wayland."
But what did he say about
"Yes.

working double, and Inasmuch
persona non grata"—

"

morrow.'
"To whom was he reporting?"
"I don't know. A few minutes latet
I called you up to tell you about it, bul
while I was waiting for my numbei
the operator evidently got the wlree
crossed or left a switch open, for I

People
Every night it's a dinner nnd a theater
iarty. Every day orchids and other
extortionate bouquets, with Jewel boxHis mo
's tied on with blue ribbons.

gaged

are

ried me past my floor. Without noticing the difference, I went down th*
hall, and whom should I run right In
to, coming out of a room, but our detective! As he opened the door I heard
him say, 'Very well, Rlr. I'll report to

"^ILYDE

"Nothing."
"Nothing! Then how"—

listen to mf. and I can't Interest any

private parties."
"See here." volunteered Fraser, why
don't you let me sell some of your
stock? I'm there with the big talk.
Emerson turned on him suddenly.
"You have demonstrated that. If you
had kept your mouth shut we'd ba>e
been at sea by now."
The fellow's face paled slightly as he
replied. "I told you once that I dldn t
tip your mitt."
"Don't keep that up!" cried Boyd, hie
much tried temper ready to give way.
-I can put up with anything but a

"We don't need anything more to crip
pie us," George declared blankly. "Any lie."
one of these blows Is a knockout"
Noting the signs of a rising storm,
It was perhaps an hour later that
Clvde scrambled out of bis chair, sayunannounced.
Cherry entered
ing. "Well. 1 think I'll be going.' He
"I just ran In for a minute to tell
picked up his hat and stick and hur
When I came
you something new.
riedly left the room, followed In every
up from the bank the elevator boy movement
by the angry eyes of Fra
at the hotel made a mistake and car-

7The plank was steep, and I was forced
"As we stand at present," Boyd ac"we nre the owners of
off my feet Whenever I'm followed cnowledged.
It's a ι hundred thousand dollars' worth of
too closely I lose my head
ι iseless machinery and unsalable sup·
weakness I have."
The man was still too unmanned by | )lles."
"And all," mused the girl, "because
bis cold immersion to do more than
>f
a loose tongue nnd a little type."
Kmer
hubbub
the
In
chatter angrily.
son led bis companion out Into the
street, where she beheld blm shaking
CHAPTER X.
with suppressed laughter.
next day suggested that
"Boyd," she cried in a shocked voice,
HilYou—you might have I I Cherry could prevail on
"then it waH.
ilard to advance the money.
killed him! Suppose his bead had
"Cherry?" asked Boyd. "IIow
•truck a timber!"
"Yes. that would have been too < •an she help?"
"She can do anything she wants with
bad." he declared Then, nt the sight
dm."
"What do you mean?"
"I may he a heavy autumn frost as
» financier." the younger man remark>d, "but when it comes to women I'm
I've been
«s wise as a wharf rat
ivatching her work, and It's great.
have begun to talk about it

tion It."
"What did he say Γ

the loan?"
"Only what I have told you. The
Had you been less serest Is easy.
cretive 1 would have known instantly
blame for this trouble.
to
whom
Wayne Wayland and Willie Marsh are

"Well, this is growing Interesting
Thank heaven, other people handle maHe reached for a blank
chinery"
and hurriedly wrote η message canceling his order. "1 guess Cherry was
right. Marsh is fighting to delay us.'"
He began a récitai of the morning's occurrence. bin before he bad finished he
was called to the telephone.
"More bad news," he exclaimed as
be re-entered the room. "The JacksonNebur company say they can't make
delivery of their order. I wonder what
next."

·+·+·+·+·+·+·+·♦♦<

FTERRY the next day demons^rate^ ^er power over all
do the work inside easier
sorts and conditions of men
and better than two men can do it where
*
by reducing the blase young
Care must be taken
an elevator is used.
to keep the cut corn well leveled while clubman to a state of grinning admifilling, and also to keep it well trodden ration. "Flngerlees" Fraser alone had
near the outer edge ao that when it set- been missing from the coterie.
He
tles it will not settle away from the wall had discovered them from a distance,
and thereby let in the air.
to be sure, and came over to exchange
As to the value of silage, I will not
with Cherry, but the disastake the space to explain, as it has been greetings
trous result of the fellow's garrulity
taken up by another in this bulletin.
Suffice it to say that the silo is coming was still so fresh in Boyd's mind that
into almost universal use in the near be could not invite him to join them,
future, as it has been proven beyond a and Fraser, with singular modesty,
doubt that an animal can be fed on sil- bad quickly withdrawn, to wander
age cheaper than on dry cured corn fod- lonesomely for awhile till sheer ennui
der and what is still better, better fed.—
His dejection
drove him to bed.
Maino Bulletin.
awakened little sympathy in Boyd,
who felt happier for the removal of
U. of M. Poultry Short Course.
The annual three weeks' short course his Irritating presence.
In the morning Boyd was brought
in poultry husbandry at the University
of Maine will be held under the auspices
sharply back to a realization of his
of the poultry department of the college difficult position by a letter from Miluf agriculture, Feb. 1st to 21st, inclusive, dred Wayland.
1911. It will be followed by a three
"Father nnd I had another scene
set up

x

χ

|

t to old Dr. Clyde."
"You say other people have noticed
it?'
"I do.
Everybody in town except
rou and the newsdealer at the corner-

lie's blind."
Emerson rose from his chair and be·
?an to pace about slowly. "If Hilllnrd
ias turned that girl's head with his attentions 1*11"—
Clyde threw back his head and laugh"Don't worry
Mi In open derision.
ibout her—he Is the one to be pitied.
She's taking him on a seeing Seattle
of the most approved and ex-

trip
pensive character."
'•She isn't that kind," Emerson hotly
lenled.
"Now,

don't

be

a

boy

until

your

beard tripe you up. That girl is about
to break Into Hllliard's vault, and
tvblle she's in there, with the.gas lighted and a suit case to lug off the banklotes, why not tell her to toss in a few

bundles for us?"
"If I can't get along without taking
the
money from a woman I'll throw up
whole deal."
The curious look which Boyd had
noted once before came into Clyde's
the
Byes, and this time, to judge by
have
foung fellow's manner, be might
translated It into words "but for the
entrance at that moment of Cherry

herself, accompanied by "Flngerless"

Fraser.
"What luck in Vancouver?" she in-

quired.

"None whatever.

The banks won't

I'm like that too? Are m.v methods to
be called shameful because your own
are criminal? And suppose they were.
Do you think that you and your lo\e
for that unfeeling woman, who sen
you out to toil and suffer and swea
your soul dry in the solitude of that
horrible country, are the only issues
In the world?"
"We won't speak of her," he broke In

sharply.
"Oil, y os,
set a price
set a price

we

will.

You say I have

"A PERFECTLY FAIR

"WHAT UIUHT HAVE TOO TO BAT SCCH
THINGS TO ME?"
it difficult to explain. The arguments
of the othi-rs only annoyed him. The
walk to Cherry's hotel afforded him
time for reflection, which, while it
deepened Ills doubt, somewhat lessened his impatience, and when he was
shown iuto her presence he did not begin In the Impetuous manner he had

designed.

"What makes you think I had anyto do with it?" she asked after

thing

he hail spoken.
"You were with Flilllard last night"
She nodded slightly. "We closed our
negotiatJons for the copper mine last

night."

"How did you come out?"
"He take* it over and does the development work," she answered.
"That means that you are independent; that you cau leave the north country and do all the things you want to
This time her smile was puzdo?"
zling. "You don't seem very glad."
"No! Realization discounts anticipation about 90 per cent But don't let's
I—I'm unstrung totalk about me.

myself. Well, she can
on herself, but you cau't day."
"I'm sorry you aren't going back to
lier price was your honor, that
see It
be said, with genuine regret
has crumbled; your conscience, that Kalvlk,"
"But I am," she declared quickly.
has rotted. You have paid it, and you
"I'm going back wltb you and George
double if she exacted it
on

would pay
But one thing you shall not do; you
nhall not Judge of my bargains nor decide what I have paid to any man."
Never before had Boyd seen a woman so transformed by the passion of

She was «he picture of defiant
fury. The mask had slipped, and he
caught a glimpse of the naked, pasanger.

sionate soul, upheaved to Its depths.
'•I beg your pardon," he said. "You
are your own mistress, and you have
the right to mako auy bargain you
choose."
He saw that her eyes were misty
"I want you to know,"
with tears.

she said, "that I understand your posiif you don't succeed
tion perfectly,
you not only lose the girl, but ruin
yourself, for you can never repay the
men who trusted you. That is a very
big thing to a man, I know, yet there
must be a way out—there always is.
Perhaps It will present itself when you
least expect It." She gave him a tired
little smile before lowering her veil.
He rose and laid his hand on lier
arm.
"Forgive my brutal bluntness.
I'm not clever at such things, but 1
would have said as much to my sister

If 1 had one."
It was an honest attempt to com
fort her. but it failed. "Goodby." she
said; "you mustn't give up."
All the way back to her hotel her
mind dwelt bitterly upon his parting
words. "His sister! His sister!" she
kept repeating. "God! Can't he see?"
Dusk was falling when the girl, with

li you will let me. I want to see the
finish of our enterprise."
"See here, Cherry; I hope you didn't
influence Hllllard In this affair."
"Why probe the matter?"
"Because I haven't lost all my manhood," he answered roughly. "Yesterday you assumed the blame for this
trouble and spoke of sacrifices, and—
well, I don't know much about women. but for all I know you may have
«orne ridiculous, quixotic strain In your

makeup. I hope you didn't"—
"What?"
"Well, do anything you may be sorry
At last he detected a gleam of
for."

spirit In her eyes.
"Suppose I did.

What difference to
He shifted
would that make?"
uncomfortably under the girl's scru-

you

tiny.

"Suppose that Mr. Hllllard had called on mo for some great sacrifice beWould
fore he gave up that money.
you allow It to affect you?"
Then,
"Of course," be answered.
unable to sit still under her searching
gaze, he arose with flushed face to
meet further discomfiture as she con-

tinued:
"Even If It meant your own ruin, the
loss of the fortune you have raised
among your friends—money that is Intrusted to you—and—and the relinof Miss Wayland? Honest-

quishment
ly, now"—her

voice had softened and
dropped to a lower key—"would It
make any difference?"
"Certainly!"
set, déliant face, went to the telephone
"How much difference?"
to call up Hllllard at the Balnler club.
"I'm In a very embarrassing posi"I have thought over your propotion," he said slowly. "You must remind."
I
have
changed my
sition, and
alize that with others depending on me
she said.
"Yes, you may send the I'm not free to follow my own InclinaIn
reply tions."
car for me at 7."
Then,
to some request, she laughed back
She uttered a little mocking laugh.
through white lips, "Very well, if you "Pardon me. It was not a fair queswish It, the blue dress—yes, the blue
tion. and I shouldn't have asked It, but
decollete dress." She hung up the re
hesitation was sufficient answer."
your
celver, then stood with hands clinched Then as he broke Into a heated denial
slender
her
ran
while a shiver
through
she went on:
She stepped to a closet and
body.
"Like most men, you think a woman
arthe
at
stare
flung open the door to
bus but one asset upon which to trade.
ray of gowns.
"So this Is the end of my good resolutions," she laughed and snatched a
garment recklessly from Its hook.
"Now for all the miserable tricks of

the trade!"
«···#«·

Fraser
formed a glum trio as they sat In a
nook of the hotel cafe, sipping moodily at their glasses, when on the
following afternoon Emersou Joined
them. But they sensed some untoward
happening even before he spoke, for
his face wore a look of dazed Incredu

George

Clyde

Bait.

and

llty, and his manner was so extraordinary that they questioned In chorus:

"What's the matter? Are you sick?"
"No," said he, "but I-I must have
lost my mind."
"What is It?"
"The trick is turned"
"The trick !"
"I hare raised the money."
With a shout that startled the other
•ccupants of the roi>m Bait and Clyde
Jumped to their feet and began to
Even "Flncaper about In frenzy.
gtrless" Fraser'· expressionless face
cracked In a wide grin of the blankest
amazement
"About noon

called
He asked

the
me to
phone by Hllllard.
come down to the bank at once, and 1
He said be had reconsidered
went
and wanted to put op the mapeg;.
I

was

on

However, if I felt responsible for your
difficulties that was my affair, and if 1
determined to help extricate you that
also concerned nie alone." He stepped
forward as If to protest, but she silenced his speech wltb an imperious little
stamp of her foot
In spite of the cheering turn his fortunes had taken, it was In no very amiable mood that he left her at last no
whit the wiser for all his questioning.
In the hotel iobby below he encountered the newspaper reporter who had
fallen under Fraser's spell upon their
first arrival from the north. The men

greeted him eagerly.
"How d' y' do, Mr. Emerson? Can
fishyou give me any uews about the
eries?"

"No."
"I thought there might be something
new bearing on my story."
"Indeed! So you are the chap who
wrote that article some time ago, eh?"
"Yes, sir. Good, wasn't It?"

"Doubtless,
point of view
"From Mr.

(to

the newspaper
from
Where did you get lt7"

Clyde."
be

co:mnu«D.]

Those Dear Girls.
Young Bride—I didn't accept Harry
the first tiir.o ho proposed. Miss Ryvnl
No, dear; you weren't there.—
Boston Transcript.
—

BARGAIN."

morning paper, I guess. I see α boy's
cap over the lower part of the door-

And Grandmother Smith opened the big hall door. As she did so
η young, happy face looked into hers.
A boy perhaps ten years old stood
there, holding α roll of papers uuder
his arm. As grandmother looked down
Into his eyes the L»oy smiled brightly,
saying, "Art· you Mrs. Smith, mum?"
Grandmother returned the smile and
replied: "Yes, I am Mrs. Smith, little

sash."

man.

What Is

wanting?"

"Why, I'm your paper boy, mum, an'

And the
I've got your paper here."
lad held up a paper to grandmother.
"An' since you are Mrs. Smith 1 want
to thank you for your patronage during
the past year. An' I want to wish you
and Mr. Smith a most prosperous an'

happy New Year, mum."
After delivering himself of bis speech
the III tie paper vender was about to

depart wheu grandmother suddenly
thought of something. "Wait a min-

Won't you come in
ute, little man.
and have a cup of hot chocolate and α
slice of cake?"
The lad hesitated, then iookou aowu
at Ills poorly shod feet. "I'd hate to
"My
soil your floor, mum," he said.
clothes ain't tit, you see."
"Come right in, child," said grand"Never mind about your
mother.
clothes. It Is you we want."
The boy took oil his ragged cap and
followed grandmother into the cheerful living room. There la· was greeted pleasantly by grandfather, to whom
he was Introduced. "Now sit there till
I fix the chocolate," said grandmother,
designating a comfortable chair be-

side the glowing grate.
Within a few minutes grandfather,
grandmother and Dick, for he had told
them his name, were chatting pleasantly. And to their many questions
Dick told the story of his young life,
lie was an orphan, without a living
relative in the world that he knew
He lived at the Newsboys'
about.
home, over by the viaduct. He managed to get enough to pay his $2 a
week at the home and went to night
school three nights of each week.

Grandmother looked at grandfather.
Then she arose and beckoned the old
man to follow her Into another room,
telling Dick to excuse them a minute.
In tho dining room the old folks had a
consultation.
Then, with

whispered
beaming faces, they returned to the
living room. And they explained to
Dick a new plan they had conceived.
Aud the plan was for Dick Sunshine
(for that was what the dear old grand-

mother called him) to take up his residence with them—make their home his
home and to give up selling newspapers and go to day school.
Dick's face was radiant for a mo"I
Then he hung his head.
ment.
can't do it, mum and sir," he said.
"I'd be glttin' everything and" glvln'
It wouldn't be a
you nothin' for it.
fair bargain."
"A perfectly fair bargain," declared
both Krandmother and grandfather.
"You'll be etvliig us what we most
need—a child In the house, sunshine,
gnvety, the love of a grateful and considerate boy. Oh, please come!"

that Dick Sunshine
of Grandfather Smith's
family and In coarse of time was lawfully adopted as their son. And he
So It
became

happeued
one

fully repaid them for all they gave
him, for he brought back to them the
days of youth, the days when their
own children were growing up about
them, and their home once more rang
with the laughter and shouts of a happy child.

Tala of a Cntfce.
"Ilefore lie went flshlif." said the
town story teller, "he swallowed 'bout
a pint an' half of snake bite remedy, an'
of course you know what that is.
Well, after the snake bit him the reptile cut all sorts of capers, kaze the
remedy went straight to its head. I/Mt
thing It tried to do wuz to swaller Its
rail, an' it got Itself In the form <:f a

hoop, an' I'm a liar ef the children
didn't roll It around all day!"—Atlanta
Constitution.

Her Only Want.
"I have difficulty In satisfying my
wife. She lias a thousand wants."
"I have difficulty in satisfying mine,
aud she has only one want."
"What Is it?"
"Money."—Baltimore American.

Consistency.
Mother—Aren't you golu' to wash up
them tea things, Marlaranne, before

Daughter-No, 1 ala't
you go out?
I'm late enough for "mother's 'elp"
class as It in.—Loudon Opinion.

Bethel.
THE OXFORD BEARS.
The three Sunday Schools and their
©arford Scmocrat,
friends held their Chrlstman celebrations
ΓΗΕ DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Saturday evening répudiées of the rain
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
and slush. Supper was served by the
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
different societies and the Christmas
trees were well filled for the little folks.
SOUTU PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 3, 1911.
Parle HUL
The Herrick Orchestra consisting of Mr.
two
First Baptlet Church, Kev. Q. W. F. Hill, pae- Ed Herrick, his son Arthur and
FORBES, m. Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. daughters, Mies Margaret as violinist,
A Τ WOOD A
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening tervlce and Blanche as
pianist, was a very enFdltors and Proprietor·.
it 7 30.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
at the
; 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday beror*1 joyable part of the programme
A. E. FORBES.
* KO BOB M. ATWOOD.
Al' Congregational chapel.
There was a
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M.
not »therwlee connected art cor<llally Invited
spirit of real Christmas joy with all
The annual parish meeting of the young and old in the village and a hearty
Tkrus
$1 JO m year if paid strictly in advance.
new year is
Hherwlse 92.00 a year. Single copte· 4 cent*. First Baptist parish will be held next merry Christmas aod happy
seven the wish of one to another.
half
at
past
Saturday
evening
advertisements
AU
Advertisement*:
legal
Sunday evening the Methodist Sunday
are given three consectlve insertion· (or tl.50 o'clock.
per (neb In length of column. Special contracte
The Democrat correspondent wai mis- School held a pleasing Christmas conESTABLISHED 1333.

$hc

—

ma. le
er·.

with

local, transient and yearly advertis-

«IXML£ COPLE8.
of the l>emocrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
for the convenience of patrons
or
the publisher·
jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed on
the
following places In the County
«ale at
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Houth Pari·,
Ν orway.
Νoyes* Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Vlfred Cole, Poetmaster.
Kuckflekl,
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office.
Pari· Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Parts.

Single Copies

Coming Event*.
5.—Western Maine
New Hall, South Parte.
J

NEW

Poultry Association,

J

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Fidelity Underwriters of New York.
Parts Trust Company.
Pure Rich Blood.
The Boston Herald.
The Duty of Spectacle Lenses.
Notice or A puolntmei.
Bankrupt'» Petition for Discharge.
X Ray.
Don't Be Bald.
There's No Reason.
Road Taxes tn Unincorporated Townships.
ror Sale.
Help Wanted.

County

Finances.

The County Commissioners have io
coonection with the County Treasurer!
examined the Treasurer's books the j
of
past week and settled up the business

|

the year. While the cash balance in the
treasury is about two thousand dollar*
lees than at the beginning of the year,
the financial showing is really an excellent one, considering the unusually
large criminal bills caused by two
murders ami the further fact that about
five thousand dollars has gone into permanent improvements and additions to
the county property without incurring
debt or increasing the county tax.

J

|

RECEIPTS.
♦ l*,537 6t·
Cash In Treasury, Jan. 1, 1910
25.9S7 97
Received on acct county taxes
4,78t> 06
On aect. wild land taxes
4,3·») 11
Pines and costs,
2,639 r>4
Pees of cou rte ami county officer-,
31
Sale of wood
146 6i>
Sale of water pipe
5»» 4··
Sale of settees, barrels and gravel,.
>69
Referee fees refunded
23 S3
Interest on deposit
860
Telephone tolls

«57.491 M
EXPENDITURES.
*19,140 .'3
Paid county commissioners' orders
Salarie*, county officers, municipal
10,600 00
etc.
judges,
Costs
Supreme Judicial Court.
3,215 21
March term, 1910,
Costs Supreme Judicial Court, May
1,142 38
term, 1910
Costs Supreme Judicial Court. Oct.
5,07» 94
tern». 1910,
800»K>
Inter, «t on court house bonds,
7· : H
ox fori Law Library
141 76
forward,
Old bills

I

|

brought

Total expenditures
Cash In treasury, Dec 31, 1910

$41,123 £2
16,127 69
*57,4.H 51

Financial

standing of the county, Dec. 31,1910.

KKSOUKCKS.
Due front nt.ue, wl'nl lan<l taxes,
Due unpaM county taxe*.
Due from ?ale of woo<l
Caeb In treasury, Dec. 31, 1910

I

4'-*> K4
:$s 75

16.3-.Î7 69
f.>1,400 II

UABIUTIKS
Boni le· I Indebtedness, 4 per
92*1.000 (JO
cent
Λ31 til
BUI* allowed aa>l unpaid,
475 "4
Librarv
Law
Due Oxford

«XI.0MS3

Resource* In excise of

liabilities,

f

398 46

County Government Matters.
Witb the first of January this year
there is little change io the personnel of
the county officers in Oxford County
New men appear only in the offices of
county commissioner and sheriff.
Clerk of Courts Charles F. Whitman of
Norway. Register of Deeds J. Hastings

Bean of Paris, and Register of Deeds for
the Western District Eckley Ballard of
Fryeburg, each en'er upon another term
of four years as their own successors.
County Attorney Ralph T. Parker of
Rumford and County Treasurer George
M. At wood of Paris also begin a new
term of two years as their own successors.

Iu the boaid of County Commissioners, Wellington II. Eastman of Sumner,
who has served for a year and a half by
appointment in the vacancy caused by
the death of Adalbert Delano of Canton,
now becomes the occupant of the posi
tion for the two remaining \ears of the
George W. Walker of
term by election.
Lovell begins a full term of six years as
County Commissioner. The board is
now made up of Wellington Η. Ε is'man,
chairman, Henry D. Hammond of Paris,
and George W. Walker.
Dean A. Ballard of Fryeburg completed a term of six years as County Commissioner with the first of January. A
pleasant event in connection with this
was the presentation to Mr. Ballard of a
haudsotue Masonic emblem by his present and past associates on the board.
Pending the decision in the sheriff
contest, Bertrand G. Mclutire of Waterford who holds the certiticate of election
according to the returns, has tiled his
bond and taken the oath of office. Harry
D Cole will contiuue as jailer until the
case is decided, and has qualified as
deputy sheriff. Others who have qualified are Willie Π. Kilgore of North
Waterford, Arthur Landry and Matt
McLucas of Rumford and Wilraont HanSamuel H. Eaton of Oxson of Mexico.
ford has also been appointed.
•

Legislature

Meet#

Wednesday.

During the present week the state
government of Maine will becwtue Democratic, in accordance with the vote of the
people last September. On Wednesday
a legislature Democratic in both branches
by a good workiug majority will be

organized,

and

on

Thursday

Hon.

Frederick W. Plaistedof Augusta will be

governor of Maine for
the next two years.
In addition to the mere fact that the
state government is Democratic, as it
has not been before for a generation,
contests for various
positions, from
United States Senator down, have attracted much interest. It is safe to say
that the doings of the present winter at
Augusta, considered in all their features,
will be of as much interest as io any
legislative year for a long time.

Inaugurated

as

«

as encouragement for attendance and
cert in their church.
Kev. W. C. Curtis returned from new scholars.
Rev. Hervey H. Hoyt of East Hiram
Brownvilie, where he had been called to
attend the funeral of a former parishion- will preach at the Universalise church
Jan. 15, 1911, at 10:30. It is
er, and preached an appropriate Christ- Sunday,
hoped that those not attending church
mas sermon Sunday morning.
themselves of the
Fred P. Chandler and family of Au- elsewhere will avail
to hear one of Maine's
burn spent Christmas in Bethel, return- opportunity
ablest preachers.
ing home Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. N. Marston have closed
Mr. J. V. Holt and family and Harry
house on Pioneer Street and gone
Purington returned to their home in their
to Winthrop where they have work durAndover, Maes., Monday morning.
The W. C. T. U. met Tuesday with ing the winter.
Merton Hammond of Boston was in
Mrs. J. C. Billings and will meet at the
town to attend the fuueral of his father,
same place Jan. 10.
Mrs. Dr. Gebring is still ill at her Eugene Hammond.
W. W. Dunham, Hezekiah Farrar and
home.
to their
Miss Ruth King came from Boston to Albert J. Ricker are confined
spend Christmas with her parents, Mr. homes by illness.
been
have
Postcard showers
quite in
and Mrs. George King, and returned to
order lately. Those receiving Bhowere
Boston Saturdav.
Mrs.
Mr. Charles Demeritt was buried from recently are Mrs. Elvesa Dennen,
his home at North Bethel Christmas day. Elvira Andrews, Mrs. Emily Emmons,
Cora Lurvey at Hebrom
For many years Mr. Demeritt and family also Mrs.
resided in this village and he was a kind Sanatorium.
The
Recent guests in town were:
neighbor and had many friends.
Tibbetts and
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Packard return- Misses Lillian and Minnio
at
Dr.
Portland
ed to Camden Friday. Mrs. Packard Miss Louise Griffith of
Wirt McKenney oi Burdette
spent two weeks with her mother, Mrs Wheeler's;
Business College, Boston, at Vernon
Fannie Biebee Lovejoy.
of NorB «bee has opened an office Ellingwood's; Annie Schenk
Robert
Mr.
was
enjoyed.
ing
way at Charles Barden's; Earle Adams
Advertised letters in Paris poet office in Lewiston.
Sara Curtis'; WarMr. Harold Thayer of South Paris is of Portland at Mrs.
Jan 1st:
of Portland at his father's,
working in the office of the Oxford Coun- ren Cookson
Hubert Park, care Mrs. L. C. ParkWilliam Cookson's; Mies Bertha EmMrs. Char'otte New hall.
ty Citizen.
F. Emmons"; Mr.
Oliver D. Meeerve.
Hon. J. S. and Mrs. Wright were in mons of Portland at I.
Edict A Davey.
and Mrs. Fred Smith and daughter June
Bethel Wednesday.
at C. L. Ridlon's; Alonzo K.
PARTKIDGE DISTRICT.
Saturday morning the thermometer of Norway
of Dimock of Boston at Chanes W. DunMr. and Mrs. James Barrett and son, was 10 degrees below zero. A change
ham's; Miss Emma Swan of Auburn at
Wendell, spent the holidays with friends about 50 degrees in twenty-four hours.
L. B. Swan's.
and relatives in the Mountnin and PartOne of the largest Christmas dinner
MIDDLE 1NTEKVAI.E.
Miss Altha Mason acridge Districts.
a
doll
parties reported was entertained at Otis
Our little Blanche is joyful over
companied them to their home at Cumrelatives of Mrs.
sent to her for a Christmas present from A. Curtis', eighteen
berland Center for a two weeks' visit.
Curtis being present.
Miss Kuby Clark from South Paris in Mrs. M. J. Kerwin of Yonkers, Ν. Υ
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 6. Morton and
the new teacher in this district. She also a set of dolls' dishes from her little
Helen and Hugh, spent Christboards at Will Parlin's.
girl, Vera Kerwin, also another useful children,
mas with Mr. Morton's mother at South
Fremont Field and boys have been present from Mr. Kerwin.
Dec. 29th a big snow, but warm as Paris.
busy for some time hauling pulp foi
Mr. and Mis. L. M. Mann were enterspring and birds flying about.
Elroy Dean.
with relatives at
Our Scotch friend, Mr. Mills, did a fine tained Christmas Day
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Cusbman spent
Bryant's Pond.
Christmas with her parents, Mr. and job in cleaning out the well here, which
G. A. Smith has returned from a trip
is over one hundred years old. He was
Mrs. Wm. Mason.
and Mount Verall right when he did that job, and with to Lewiston, Augusta,
non.
Ureenwood.
a level head.
There was a good attendance at the
Our sister, Rose P. Houghtaling, of
Daniel R. Cole and Bertha A. Swat
An
ball Friday evening.
were married 13 years ago last Sunday
Philadelphia, sent us some useful arti- New Year's
re- oyster and pastry supper wae served at
She
of
always
cles
a
wearing apparel.
and Christmas day they gave
public
intermission.
dinner in honor of the event.
Onlj members her relatives in Maine.
I. L. Bowker of Portland has been
The ice men are busy here this week,
about twenty attended on account of th<
as night engineer on the engine
Varano Bryant has been canvassing sent here
weather and the traveling
being sc
stationed here. Mr. aud Mrs. Bowker
rough, when at least twice that numbei for several novelties through this town,
are staying with Mrs. Bowker's pareuts,
would have been present had both beei
Quite a few have returned to their old
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Tuell.
more favorable.
Mr. and Mrs. Cole hav< homes for the holidays.
Last Monday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
Our far-away relatives often speak of
prospered financially and otherwise fair
home pa- Charles H. Bate·» entertained the Happyly well, having one son and thre< > the Democrat as the welcome
Club at their pretty modern
daughters born to them, all healthy ant per that father took so long and many (io-Lucky
home on Main Street. It was a veritable
years ago.
good looking.
and no interroOur sister, Mrs. Jennie Packard Coffiu, Merry Christmas party
Thanks to all who have sent us Christ
need be placed after the
gation
in
Colorado
point
the
health
her
who
or
mas letters, cards
regained
anything pertaininj ;
house was beautiful with
climate, writes interesting letters of that merry. The
to that Christian festival. Prof. Η. Ε
decorations. In the
land, Denver. Yet she is homesick Christmas
Smith. Slocum and Mrs. U. B. Maxim ii
was a handsome Christmas
sometimes for her native state of Maine, bow window
particular.
guest received
tree from which each
Another thought right here in regart I and longs to return, but beautiful Cologifts which were doubtless more valuato Christmas. The day was appointet I r:idn saved her life.
ble for the merriment they created than
to ciebrate the birth of Christ, but sinci
West Bethel.
their commercial value, although the
the year, month, uor day of the month ο f
"Welcome, thrlee welcome, fair New Year.
gifts were not entirely confined to those
his birth is known, the most learnei
thee
to
we
;
Our hearts, our hopes
give
of that order. The club very gratofully
Bible scholars place it at or near thi
Fill all our hearts with earnest cheer,
acknowledge their appreciation of the
Let all our night* untroubled be,
autumnal equinox, or September 22ti
lilcss us, as now we waiting stand,
gift from oue of the members of three
and that season of the year would bi «
While joy-bells chime on either hand.
nice packs of Congress playing cards.
fo
midwinter
than
more
favorable
much
After the distribution of gifts approWelcome, thrice welcome, fair Sew Year,
the
event.
celebrating
Crown with succete the work we do;
priate games were played, and the large
While out to the barn last Saturday
Keep us to right and Heaven near
dining room and kitchen floors were
Ami help us to be lea! and true,
Mrs. Austin Morgan had the misfortum >
waxed aud the guests danced by music
So sh'ill thy twe've months parsing fast,
to fa'l and fracture her shoulder. Kvi
After reLead to the King's "Well Done" at last."
on the piano until a late hour.
deutiv she was not in very good condi
freshments of candy, nuts, ice cream, asNineteen hundred and eleven.
tion to enjoy the company gathere< I
sorted cakes and crackers were served,
A Happy New Year to all.
th«re by invitation tho next day.
"King out the old, ring in the new." the guests departed all agreeing that the
O. G. Whitman intends to do eonn ,
December gave us but little sunshine. Thanksgiving and Christmas parties had
building and repairing the coming sea
Turn over a new leaf, and hold it down beeu quite as enjoyable as those devoted
has
and
for
that
bough:
son,
purpose
end of the year.
eutirely to playing whist.
the Eben Wcntworth house to help ou t to the
Mrs. Abbie Washburn is nursing at
Henr.v A. Cross of Oxford was in this
It is an old
on lumber and brick.
Arthur Abbott's, North Paris.
last week.
fashioned, one-story house with a monu village
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Starbird and Mr.
Many are now engaged in cutting ice,
ment chimney, containing three fire
and Mrs. Sam Johnson of South Paris
it is thick and clear.
place*; and when the whole structure i , and
The enow which came Wednesday attended the dance here Friday night.
taken dowuthey will have learned some
The annual election of officers for the
night has made the roade in tine condithing as to how farm houses were con
Universalist Sunday School was held
tion.
structed in the long ago.
Stick to all good résolutions for the Sunday, Jan. J, 1911. The officers are
The ice harvest is still on and thoy al I
as follows:
at least.
tell the same ^'ory, 14 inches thick, al I next twelve mouths,
>
Charles Cole and wife spent Christmas
Supt.—Mrs. Ella M. Hates.
first quality—"indigo blue warranted.'
Asst. Supt-—Mine Annie Stoehr.
Abbott.
L.
Mrs.
C.
The late live-inch snow storm got rail , with her sister,
Sec.—Mm. Winnie Rlillon.
roade
the
on
uow
are
teams
Many
Asst. Sec.—Mtes Bertha Hldlou.
enough on it, duiing the brief thaw, t< )
Treae.—Mrs. Dora Jackson.
hauliug birch bolts to the two mills iu
hold it down during the present gale
Lib.—Mrs. Uenuvra Tuell
this
village.
and that is always considered a favo r
Asst. Lib.—Mise Kllnor Tuell.
Mrs. Cleveland W. Bell ol
Mr.
and
from above.
Supt. Cradle (toll—Miss Kllnor Tuell.
with her mothAsst. Supt. Cradle Bull—Mrs. Lena Chaee.
Now don't forget to write the las t Oxford spent Christmas
Mrs. G. Dana Morrill.
The various reports showed that there
figure a 1, instead of a cipher—afte er,
of
whoopinu had been good interest and a good atOwing to the prevalence
Satuiday.
cough and colds the school in the "Flat" tendance during the year. A vote of
Eva
Glines, has thanks was extended to those who by
North Buckfielil.
district, taught by Miss
she has gone to hn gifts and assistance helped make the
Mr. and Mrs. Washington Heald lav ) been closed, and
home in Bethel.
Christmas social a success.
gone to Haverhill, Mass., for the holi
Miss Rthel L. Allen came home from

large'

days.

Miss Lizzie Bonney r.f North Taris i 3
visiting friends in the place.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Warren have re
turned from their trip to Couuecticu t
md Massachusetts.
Rozetta Warren and daughte
Mrs
Georgie have been visiting her brother
Frank Turner, who is proprietor of Th >
Atwood, Lewiston, the past week.
There will be a dance at Grange liai 1
Dei· :50th.
Howard Churchill and family returuei I
to Glens Fa"s, Χ. Υ
Tuesday, where b »
will be located for the winter.
Patrons of Turner Ceuter creamer; t
have been harvesting their ice the pas t
week.
Mrs. Kuos Heald is suffering frou
rheumatism this winter.

Caribon;

of Limestone. This will covers
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H. Nason spent a few
Held that needs the road and which will days last week in Augusta where the]
attended State Grange.
develop much prosperity.
Haetie Knight left here Wednesday ο
Frank Blakenship, a Montana ranch- last week on the way for Boston. s
but
a
to
wife,
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Hazeltonand Harrj
get
man, came to Auburn
will return a single man for the reason, Morey were guests Christmas Day ai
as he claims, that the photograph sent Isai ib Hazeltoo's.
him by an Aubura table girl, who anHarry Morey has the whooping cough
Mrs. John McAllister visited in Stoue
swered his matrimonial advertisement,
was not that of herself bat was the like- ham Saturday.
Miss
Ernest and Phil McGray went to Nor
ness of another and prettier girl.
the girl In the question, a way Saturday.
Addie
one
Bertie Moulton is back in Perkins
sists that the picture was a genuine
of herself and declares that she wouldn't store clerking.
!
under
Mr. and Mrs. Uriah McNeal have gone
any
go west with the ranchman
to New Hampshire.
circumstances.

Fogg,

<

West Lovell.
Brookline, Mass., to spend Christmas
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
V. II. McAllister was at Fryeburg
retwo
but
only
nights,
Allen,
stopped
Monday tu meet Dr. Gordon of Portland
turning to her place of work Monday.
for treatment.

H. P. Dennison now employs only one
clerk in his store, Mrs. Mina Brown, and
she is also assistant in the post office.
East Sumner.

Wendell McAllister visited bis uncle
Dana at Lovell Centre tbe first of the
week.
Kalpb R. McAllister cut bis leg just
A doctor
above tbe knee Mouday.
dressed it and bo is at bume for a few

My report of the intended Christmas
festival was a littlo premature, as it was days.

written on the Thursday preceding.
In fact, it did not materialize on account
of the severe storm, but people found
out that fact before the Democrat arrived.
Ou Tuosday occurred the death of
Mrs. Amanda Harlow at the Capt. Lewis
Bisbee homestead. Age, 80 years, 5
months, 10 days. Six generations of tbe
Bisbee family have resided in this anLizzie M. Bonney of North Paris ha ,
cestral homestead, the deceased being
been visiting relatives and friends her
tho fourth, L. B. Npaulding, still residfor a few dave.
the place, the fifth, and bis
on
ing
This was taken from a Almagnrdc
Rilla, wife of Dr. F. W. Morse,
daughter,
I
the
W.
of
elec
Monk
Ν. M., piper: "H.
of Canton, tbe sixth. A score or more
trie plant save he will leave in a few day
of homeless little waifs have at times
for St. Jo., Mu. Mr. Monk has done
found here a pleasant home through tho
t
work
and
eflicieu
hard
of
deal
great
kindness of Capt. Bisbee and the place
service for the plant in bringing it out α f
has an interesting history for geniality
chaos and getting it on the road fo r
and good influences.
more economical service to the company
To one past the ''three score years and
Mr. Monk is a verv capable electrical eo I
ten," it seems that very few of the old
gineer." Mr. Mouk was a Buck field bo; homesteads are now occupied by the
and his many friends are glad of bis sue
original family name. Truly, "one
cess.
generation passeth away and anothei
ic
harvested
their
The farmers have
cometh." Such is life. Full of vicissiweek.
the past
tudes and changes. We are in fact a
Mrs. Kuos Heald has been confined t (
part of nature's product and tbe tender
the house the past week with rheums
growing plant has within it the germ!
tistn
of decay. The kernel of corn has the
Frank Warren's shop is a busy placc
of life within in and when placed
He has three men at work for him pat I germ
in the proper element will germinate
of the time.
and produce in time its like, and then it
Mr. Campbell of Washburn was a t
having accomplished its designed
dies,
E'mar Roberta' recently.
mission. So is human life. And if one
]
commence
The winter term of school
has accomplished his earthly mission
Monday, Jan. 2d, with £ola Swallovt and sown the seeds of honesty and loyal
teacher.
ty, it is a wise beneficent provision that
Mr. and Mrs. W. Heald are visitin,
be should go hence and enjoy bis re
relatives in Haverhill, Mass.
ward and enter the heavenly garnet
Addison Fuller isxisiting his brothel
where plants and flowers never change
I. D. Fuller.
nor die.
was

I

Oxford County has in the legislature
the only solid Republican delegation
Denmark.
from any county in the state. It is
Senator Hale of Washington, D. C., 1
made upas follows:
Ε. Κ
a guest
at the Denmark Inn.
Senator—Albert J. Stearns of Norway.
RepresentativesCobb, proprietor.
Stanley Blsbee of RumforU.
Mr. Norman Divisis visiting his sis
Kugene E. An Irews of Norway.
ter, Mrs. Elwood Pingree, for a shor t
Alton C. Wheeler of Parle.
K. Chandler Buxzell of Fryeburg.
time.
Henry R. Robinson of Peru.
Mr. C. I. Smith and daughter, Mrs
Augunus G. Morse of Water for J.
Nathaniel V Brown of Bethel.
Roy Leeman, are visiting friends in Bos )
ton for a few days.
Mr. Andrew J. Blake, D. D. G. M.
The Aroostook Valley Railroad Comof will install the officers of Denmart
pany will apply to the legislature
O. 0. P., luesda; r
Maioe for the right to extend and build Lodge, No. 50, I
Jan. 10th.
a line of street railroad from its rail- evening,
Mrs. F. C. Alexander has returnee I
road station io Washburn to and through
the town of Woodland, thence to and in- from her trip to Massachusetts.
Mr·. A. H. Witham is reported as ver
Also from
to the town of New Sweden.
a point oo Its proposed location in the sick.
town of Woodland to and through the
North Waterford.
thence to and into the
town of

town

post card.
Last Saturday evening the children of
the Methodist church again enjoyed a
Christmas tree. This was a special given

informed last week regarding the at·
tendance at the Christmas tree at the
Baptist church. In spite of bad weather and worse roads about eighty enjoyed a very pleasant occasion.
of Needham
Cole
Miss Harriett
Heights, Mass., was the guest last week
of her sister, Mrs. G. W. F. Hill, and
her mother who resides with Kev. and
Mrs. Hill.
Prof. William E. Sargent of Hebron
Academy was at Paris Hill Sunday.
Leon Maxim had a narrow escape from
a bad accident last week.
Driving one
of Alfred Daniels' teams, loaded with
pulp wood down the hill toward South
Paris a spreader chain broke leaving
nothing to hold the load back. Did
Leon lose tiis head? Hardly! He exhibited rare presence of mind and simply
put the horses into the run and kept
them ahead of the load until he reached
the tlAt by the cemetery, where he succeeded in stopping with no damage.
A watch party was given by Mr. and
Mrs Jarvb Thayer and Mrs. Harlow
Five
at Elmhurst Saturday evening.
tables played whist until the crowing ol
Jarvis' prize rooster announced that 191C
A most delightful evenwas no more.

Job Printimo —New type, fast presse·, electric
power, experience·! workmen and '.ow price·
combine to make this department of oar business complete Bud popular.

Jan

ceived
gifts
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Bacon kindly gave
each Sunday school scholar a Christmas

Locke's Mills.

Tue snow storm of Wednesday night
improved the sleighing very much.
Dana Grant, Tom Brown and Ruth
Farrington were at home from Bethel
for the Christmas recess.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Brewster of
Lewiston were entertained by Mr. and

Mrs. Walter Swift Christmas.
Mrs. Helen Bryant and Lola Foster at
tended tbe meeting of Pythian Sisters
Thursday at Bryant's Pond.
Mr. Ed Peverly of Bryant's Pond is at

work in the machine shop at the mill.
Esther Grey is at work for Elmer

Cummings.

East Greenwood.
Estella Swan is working for Herbert

Ring.

John Fox ia very low at this

writing.

Hebron.
Clifford Scothoru, eight years old,
walked to Norway aloae Sunday morning to tako his Christmas dinner with
his grandmother.
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns of South
Paris spent Christmas with tbeir son, Π.
K. Stearns.
Stanley Glover, who is at work in
Portland, was at home over Sunday.
Ralph Glover had the misfortune to
slip on the ico Monday and break both
bones in his leg above the knee. Much
sympathy is felt for tbe family.
Miss Hazel I)»nh:«m, who is teaching
in the Springfield High School, is spending the Christmas vacation at home.
Mies Daisy Cushman,
teaching in
Somerville, is at A. M. Richardson's.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sturtevant and Miss
in
Jennie Copeland spent Christmas
Portland at the home of Miss Copeland.
Hebron Grange had an all day meeting
Weduesday, and the Relief Corps will
meet Friday afternoon.

Norway
Stephens

Lake.

Dr. Edna II.

came

here to
Massa-

speud Christmas, returning to
chusetts Monday.
Miss Janet C. Stephen* went to

Massa-

cbu»etts Monday, the 20tb.
Alton Frost and Elden Hall came from
Portland to «pend a part of the holidays.
There are no new cases of scarlet fever.
A Christmas tree at the hall Christmas
eve and a good time generally.

Welchville.

Mr. Joseph Gagne is improving from
bis recent illness.
Miss Grace Warren spent the holidays
at her home. She returns to her school
in Maiden, Mass., on Monday, Jan. 1.
Miss May Downing of Lewlston spent
a short vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sujon Downing.
Miss Marion McKinnon of Portland is
visiting at F. J. Hall's.
Mr. F. 0. Furber of Saco was in town
on bosinese Tuesday.
A family Christmas tree was held at
F. J. Hall's on Tuesday evening.
Mr. Curtis baa hie mill in working
order. He will begin sawing lumber as
soon as the snow falls sufficiently.
The pupils in East Oxford School entertained the parents and friends at tbelr
Christmas tree on Monday evening by
giving a most delightful Christmas exercise. Miss Annie Belle Bennett has bad
charge of tbe affair and has proven her
skill as a teacher. Great credit Is due
to all. Miss Bennett has met wltb great

The writer received a card from Miss
Bertha Corbett of Georgia, saying it
seemed more like Fourth of Jaly there
than it did Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Estes are living In success.
Miss Beatrioe Caldwell of Brldgewater,
one part of Will Yates' bouse for tbe
Mass., Mr. Adelbert Caldwell of Indiana
winter.
A. Callaghan of Intervale,
Mrs. Abby Noyes has been visiting her and Mrs. A.
Ν. H., spent Christmas with Mr. W. F.
si «ter, Nina Estes.
Fred Edgerly is doing wood work at Caldwell.
Mis· Martha Atlne spends tbe holiday
O. J. Ring's shop at the City.
Mrs. Austin Morgan bad the tnisfor- vacation at Oldtown.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell spent Christmas at
tune to fall and break her arm last week.
Ed Pike was oalled to Harrison to at- Bethel.
A Christmas entertainment was held
tend tbe funeral of his sister, Mrs. Hat·
at the M. E. ohoroh on Monday evening.
tie Nojes.

L. B. Mclntire and Urs. B. G. Mclntire.
Mrs. L. E. Mclntire bas been quite ill,
but ia now improving.
There was a Christmas tree at the

Who

Is to be Your Clothier in
1911?

uppermost in
at the present time.

hope

3nd

during the ytar just closing,
the coming year by

minds

our

WE THANK YOU for your generous
you

patronage
favor

can

u«

Consulting Us About Your Clothing Wants.

ON

§

question

This is the

ι og on said inspection that
I d good repair and not safe

and convenient for
and that a tax should
turposes of public travel for the
repair of said
| « assessed on said lands
on the 27th day
, oads therein ; they do therefore
and order that
if December, A. D. 1910, adjadge
the same are
school bonse Monday evening.
he following sums be assessed and lands In unAdam Bellefontaine is visiting rela- , tereby assessed upon the followingof land heretracts
and
ncorporated townships
tives in Nova Scotia.
of repairing
! nafter mentioned, for the purpose
Wyman Nevers passed away the night 1 he roads passing through them during the year
of the 28th after only a few days' Illness. 911, to wit:
of
He leaves a widow and two sons, one of
Andover West Surplus, for the purpose
lead·
part or the County roaa lies
whom Eugene, lives at home. His age
repairing that Corner
svening.
which
to
Upton
Andover
from
I ng
dollars
The work of remodelling the A. E. was 81 years.
η said Surplus the sum of seventy-seven
:
Cole store recently purchased by the
ind fifty cents is assessed as follows
Oxford.
grange commenced Tuesday and will be
Mr. Chas. Bumpus of Sooth Paris, a
ready for them some time this month.
went to a
τ
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Haskell were with former resident of this town,
<
g
Mrs. Haskell's parente here Monday.
hospital in Lewiston Tuesday to be
6
?
accomb
was
>
He
Ο
χ
A very pleasant party met at Nizin- treated for appendicitis.
scott Hall Wednesday evening and passed panied by his brother, Arthur Bumpus. Henry W. Dunn, part of home109 $ li5 $ 1 23
Mr. William Boyd has a large crew of
stead.
the time in dancing and games. Light
his The
Umbagog Paper Co.,«200 7625 76 25
men at work cutting ice and Ailing
refreshments were served.
balance of township,
a larger
Mr. Harold Shaw aud Mies Lida Gam- houses. He intends to store
♦77 80
mon were married Sunday morning by amount than usual.
North 8ur
The Rev. Samuel Eaton has accepted
Rev F. M. Lamb at tbe parsonage.
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover
the ex
church
Agent to superintend and Is
Miss Helen Record of this place and his call to the Congregational
plus Is appointedsame
according to law
here.
pendlture of the bond
Mr. Frank L. Haskell of Vinal Haven, and will soon move his family
as the law directs.
to
give
The winter term of school will begin required
Me., were married at the home of the
of
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose
bride, Monday, Dec 20. Rev. F. M. Monday, Jan. 2.
way leadrepairing so much of tbe County
Mr.
as lies within
Lamb performed the ceremony.
from Andover Corner to Upton
ing
the Black
Byron.
and Mrs. Haskell left on the afternoon
said Surplus, and also so much of said Surso called, as lies within
George Cbilds of Canton Point and Brook road,for
train for their home in Vinal Haven.
on the
Improvement
and
permanent
on
the sum of six
Morrill & Cloutier are having a new Herbert Jenne were in town recently
tale Road In said Surplus,
as
assessed
is
dollars
one
will
business.
which
mill
in
their
and
thirty
hundred
engine Installed
Richard Taylor came home from Sum- follows :
give them more power. In addition to
their other machinery they will put in a mit and spent Christmas.
Many teams from No. β mill are haulshingle saw.
ο
o
Miss Shirley of Lisbon Falls has been ing squares to the station at Byron.
Ε
I
Dr. Taylor and wife attended the A. C.
the guest of Miss Alice Nulty at Hotel
i
s
Q
evenο
which
Thursday
conference
began
Long this week.
Jan. 1st.
R· L■ Morton
Tom Chase of Auburn was in town for ing and continued over Sunday,
e0° 11800 93600
three teams hauling
has
Ladd
David
the party Wednesday evening, tbe guest
Dr.
from
18 00
Taylor's
900
and
birch
poplar
of Allen Irish.
Prank LoveDuun·
Mr. and Mrs. Guy 0. Gardner of Dix- Pease lot to the station for
field were with Mr. Gardner's parents for joy. The birch goes to the Cummicgs
Co. at the lakes.
a few days this week,
7 00
350
^
Archie Duran of Charleston closed a
There will be a cottage prayer meetweeks' school the G?°· B· * Chas. Smith, timber 100
of
10
term
successful
β oo
Prince's
evening,
at
H.
C.
300
Tuesday
ing
lot,
12 CO
600
23d inst.
Jan. 3.
Ε I. Brown, John Small farm, 200
have
PlumHodedon
and
John
Lumber
Co.,
Umbagog
Ralph Young
1500 30 00
400
mer lots 43, 44, 45 A 46,
moved out from the woods where they
Bryant's Pood.
International Paper Co.. lots
and
fall
the
have
trapping.
bunting
spent
Mrs. Lydia S. Carr and her daughter,
40, 41. 42,47, 4S, 40, and Mars
38 00
1800
a large moose
800
ton lot,
Lola Brown, have left their farm on They brought out quite
re
Co.,
season and Umbaeog
Paper
of
the
close
the
toward
the
open
will
reside
and
Ruks Htll
through
of
except
malnder
township
of
9900 22500 450 00
winter at Derry, Χ. II.
gave their friends a generous piece
public lots,
Alden Chase arrived home this week venison.
$03100
viVery many deer were shot in this
from the University of Maine.
And It Is hereby ordered that of this amount
No Christmas tree at tho churches cinity during the bunting season.
which Is a special assessment for that
John E. Shaw recently visited friends $3'.50, be expended
this year. Services were held at the
for permanent Improte·
that
Mechanic purpose,
Dixfield,
in
on the Stale road In «aid Surplus;
Buckfield,
ment
on
Auburn,
Christmas
church
Day.
Baptist
the Black Brook road ;
on
be
$161.50
expended
Mrs. Norman McCollis'er of Portland Falls and West Minot.
tbe
on
exoeniled
be
ami that the balance of $430
L. A. Dunn is at the lakeH at work road leading from Andover to Upton.
And
is staying with her husband's mother,
Is
North
Andover
of
Surplue
Dunn
appo'»'
Burt
Mrs. Louisa Cole.
carpentering.
ed Agent to expend all of tbe same, and 1*
Helen Cusbman returned from Boston
quired to give bond ae tbe law directs.
South Rumford.
Friday.
Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
The real estate belonging to the late
Mrs. S. R. Thurston, Jr., and son Robthe Black Brook road, so called,
repairing
at
of
sold
be
week
will
the
A.
are
of
Billings
Boston,
Washington
spending
ert,
lying In said township, and also the "Carry
auction Jan 11th.
Dec. 2β ·!1 with Mrs. Thurston's grand- Road", so called, which lies In said townehlp,
on the State
It is expected that the University of mother, Mrs. Lavina Elliott, at Rumford and for permanent Improvement
road In said township, tne sum of four hundred
Maine Musical Club numbering thirty Centre, and her brother, Lee W. Elliott, and nlnetv dollars and twenty-five cents Is as
sessed as follows:
members will give an entertainment here on Hall Hill.
the tiret of January.
The scholars had a Christmas tree at
the school house Dec. 23d with their
Έ
mothers and friends as guests. Cake,
West Sumner.
»
<
S
s
.S
g
and cocoa was served. There
*
The Christmas tree and concert in the sandwiches
£
I
>
Ά
P.
c.
F.
at
Putnam's,
trees
were also family
Ο
Baptist church Monday evening was W. F. Clark's and Lee Elliott's. At Lie
Water Power Co, of
largely attended. The church was never Elliott's the guests were Wiilard Wy- Union
uain, lot and buildLcwlston,
before so elaborately decorated. Some
200 $7000 #129 50
ings,
and
Mrs.
Mr.
man's
I'ye,
George
family,
of the best features of the programme
T. U. Coc, one-thlrd, David PinThurston and Robert.
R.
Mrs.
S.
Wheatland
Maria
Ann
give,
N. Stetson, song by
wore a solo by R.
and Anna P. Peabody, twothe Hammond brothers and Miss Clara
thirds of remainder of said
uuuni.
ι
ur
uu
btMLtu
Hammond; motion song by Mona Bartownehlp except public lots, 19500 19500 300 75
rett and the siuging of a Christmas
$400 25
In α
hymn by little Dora Wing, Mrs. Edith Racir.g For the Honest Lawyer
And It Is hereby ordered thst of this amount
of
remarks
The
In
Town
Denmark.
Thomas, organist.
the sum of $166.00, which Is a special assessment
Rev. G. W. F. Hill were in the Christmas
lio«d home in for that purpose, be expended for ι ermanent
Iu telling of hifree
fun.
The
and
life
full
of
improvement on the State road In said township,
spirit,
Denmark. "The Old Town," Jacob A. and $79.25 be expended on the Black Brook
distribution of candy and pop corn to
road. And Hurt Dunn of Andover North 8urremember
doe*
not
that
lie
Itiis
says
the children delighted them and lookIs appointed Agent to expend the bame, and
that there were at any time more than
» required to give bond as the law directs. And
reone
felt
faces
into
their
happy
ing
of $245.00 to be expended on the
balance
tbe
was
two lawyers in the place. One
paid for all the labor.
Carry road In said townehlp. and E. F. Coburn
This has been the warmest Christmas good, the other bad—not a bad law- of Middle Dam Is appointed Agent to expend
and Is required to give lund an tir
the
we have had in many years.
yer perhaps, but reputed to bo tricky, law same,
directs.
Geo. E. Pulsifer lost a horse last week, whereas the other was known to be
"C" Surplue, for the purpose of ropalrlng
and bought another the same day of honor Itself.
so much of tbe County road leading from
Henry Davenport.
It is therefore perhaps the best char- Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplue, tbe
Mrs. H. S. Robertson is confined to
sum of lifty dollars Is assessed as follows :
acter I cau give my people when I re· Upon the entire tract, supposed to coutaln nine
the house with a severe cold.
that
Mr.
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
Itils,
Elias Johnson of Strickland Ferry and cord the fact, writes
lots, and owned oue-lhtrd by T. U. Coo of
Chas. Holland of Buckfield were here when two farmers quarreled, each sure
angor, and two-thirds by David Plngree, Ann
this week looking over Mr. Johnson's that he was right, they made Iniste ιο Maria Wbeatlind and Anna P. Pea bod y
Burt Dunn
sum of fifty dollars; and
mill and the tenement connected with it. hitch up to get lirst to the honest law- the
aforesaid. Is appointed Agent to expend the
It is rumored that Mr. Johnson has sold
of same and le required to give bond as ihe law
end
the
was
that
and
usually
yer,
directs.
the mill and other property to parties in the
quarrel, for the last in the race
Buckfield.
Frycburg Academy Orant, for the purpose
make
to
was willing
iieace.
of repairing the only County road therein,
Nahum Morrill, who receutly had
They used to tell of two well to do the sum of thirty-nine dollars and twenty-two
cataracts removed from his eyes, is still
cents Is assessed as follows :
Hie eyes are neighbors who had fallen out over a
in a critical condition.
will
started
simultaneously
he
and
it
is
feared
fence
and
line
inflamed
badly
*
fc
lose the sight of one or both of them.
for town. Both had good teams, and
*C
ô
ν
^
C. M. Thomas has sold his farm to they were well matched iu the race.
=
.2
'i
«
ο
*
Albert DeCoster of Paris, and Mr. DeS
For half an hour they drove silently
t»
a
se
o
Costor has moved bis family there.
of
the
side
on
own
his
each
alongside,
Leforeat Connor, lot 3, K. 7, Jk
There was a family Christmas tree at
175 # «00 I 3 00
E. 1-2 of 4, It.",
road, grimly urging on their horses,
D. D. Small's Saturday afternoon. His
Allison Brown, W. 1-2 of 4, K.7,
At last
a length.
neither
but
gaining
3 00
600
100
was
It.
E.
G.
Mrs.
AN.E.UofS,
7,
Small, aged 82,
mother,
there and when a package containing a as the lights of the town came into Μ Α. Λ Ε. S. Stowell, S.ofΕ. 1-2
R.
of 5, It. 7, 4 S. W. 1-5
5,
nice present from her son in Farmington sight, for it was evening, a trace
2 50
500
100
7, A 1-2 of β, R. 7,
was opened the following lines were
broke on one of the rigs, and the Est. A. S. Bean, lote 1 A 2 In R.
Α
Arte
of lote 3,4,5
β,
fi, and ρ
found in it:
horses stopped. The other team whirlR. 5, 4 Α Ά R. t>, ami 4, It. 8,
"Δ merry Christmas to Grammy Small,
ami Ν. E. 1-4 1, R. β. and lot 7
ed away In a cloud of dust.
Dan
all.
Uncle
anil
Aunt Helen, Aunt Annie,
3500
17 SO
In R. 7, and part of fl In R. 7, 725
"Ilans," the beaten one called after C. S. Edwarda Est., lots 8 A 9,
We hope that this will And you wall,
And our Christmas greeting* wc truly tell,
2 00
400
175
R. ft.
liim, and lie halted and looked back,
And then to Grammy Small, tjo,
and
Hasting·
?" Ell Peabody
"are you going after Lawyer
Who Is so young at eighty two.
SOo
2 50
180
Brothers, Iota 1.2 A 3. R. 8,
We hops that she mav live to see
C. E. Valentine, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
naming the square one.
tree."
the
Christinas
arrivals
of
13
175
87
Many
R. 7,
"1 am that!" came back.
200
1 00
Ralph W. Bean, Iota 2 A 3, R. 6, 200
The following lines were also sent to
So
25
30
Fred L. Edwarda, lot 1, It. 7,
I'm
'•Then let's go back.
her:
25
50
D. A. Farwell, N.W.UI, R. 6. 25
And l ack home they went and made Frank Farwell Eat., S. W. 1-4 1,
OLD SANTA CLAUS' SOLILOQUY.
25
25
50
R. 6,
It up.
Sal<l Santa Claus, ere Christmas came:
25
50
Ada L. Farwell, 8. E. 1-41, R β, ?5
"Well, 'tis a task exceeding,
John W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
To give them all along my route
100
β
R. 7,
A MERCENARY MARRIAGE.
The presents that they 'cr ntcllng."
Alllaon Brown, A. W. Stilts
200
150
lots,
He counted o'er Ids treasures found,
loo
400
Sttlea, homestead,
He counted heads, red, black, gray, brown.
Romance of Lady March and th· ileDry
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
"For good nice girls I've «toile a plenty,
15
100
of
Richmond.
R. 4,
Duks
Second
And for the boys some bjoks of licnty."
Mra.C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
One of the mercenary marriages
30
25
50
R. 4.
"But still there's Grandma Small to remember.
50
25
To hide her curls no wig I'll tender,
which turned out happily was that of Kletcher I. Bean, part lot 1,R. 4, 10
50
25
W.C. Bennett, part meadow lot, 5
Hut trust these felt lined shoes will please her,
lie Roacoe F. Crosa, lot 5. It. β,
the second I)ul:e of Ulchmond.
1 00
100
200
And that no achlug corns will tease lier.
35
35
70
A merry Christmas we all wish her
was married to Lady Sarah Cadogan Erneat Morrill, lot 2, R. 5,
As these few lines we gladly seud her."
as part of an agreement that her la«39 22
Makv Emma Katon,
Wilton, Mo. ther's gambling debts should bo canAnd Alllaon Brown of Fryeburg Academy
to auperlntend the
la
Grant
Agent
appointed
celed, Lord March (iis he then was) ex|iendUure of the same and la required to give
Last Bethel.
being eighteen and the bride thirteen. bond aa the law directe.
is
home
for
at
his
here
Swan
Edgar
Immediately after the wedding Lord
Riley Plantation for the purpose of repair
Christmas.
lug the road in aald Plantation running up
March's tutor took hliu off to the conAlbert Swau has gone into the woods
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
tinent for the grand tour, and Lady the aum of one hundred and flftv-aeven dollars
driving team for Elmer Trask.
and nineteen cents la aaaeaaed aa follower
0. E. Jones has gone to Magalloway Sarah went back to her nursery. This
is the sequel as told by Lady llussell
driving team for George Swan.
John Fifleld from Oxford visited his in "The Rose Goddess:"
sister, Mrs. G. K. Hastings, the past
Lord March
"Throe years elapsed.
week.
returned from his travels, but, hav>
Ά
Ο "
ο
Η
A. H. Bartlett of South Framingham,
ing such an uninteresting recollection Bhnihard A Tw'tchell Co.,
a
here
for
few
his
home
visited
Mass.,
8
A
Wm.
Mason
lota
to
claim
no
9,
of his bride, was in
6, 7,
hurry
Christmas days.
1000 «2000 «10 50
It. 1,
G. N. Sanborn of West Bethel has her and went the llrst evening of his 8ame ownera, balance of township draining Into the Andromoved to Roxbury where he has a large return to London to the opera. There
acoicgln river north of Berlin
contract to haul birch.
he noticed that all eyes—and lorgnettes
25»
5000
24 25
Falla.N.H.,
J. W. Bartlett has teams hauling box —were directed to one box, where, True Eatea, 1-2 lot 9, R. 13,
100
100
53
Demeiltt A Hall, for IngalU
boards to Bethel station, loading cars Kurrounded
a
sat
several
persons,
by
400
600
3 15
homeatead,
which are shipped to Portland and
5 25
most beautiful young creature. Turn- Eat. of Alonzo Flfleld, homea'd, 800 1000
Massachusetts.
200
350
J A. Twaddell,
1 83
ing to a man beside him, he asked Stllhnan N. Llttlehale, homea'd, 500 woo
5 25
39
75
who she was. 'You must be a stranger Fred Gorman, W. 1-4 loti, R.8, 50
North Paris.
fill
2uo
G. F. Llttlehale, homeatead,
105
to Wm.C. Chapman, loti, R. 15, 2oo
200
1 05
The infant daughter of A. B. and Liz- in London,' was Hie answer, 'uot
200
Seth Walker, lot 3. R. 9,
200
1 05
zie Abbott died of pneumonia Dec. 27th, know the reigning toast of the town,
Ilaatlnga llruthera, lot 2, R. 15,
Lord
the beautiful Lady March!'
and 1-2 tot 9, R. 13,
200
1 44
375
aged three months.
The youngeet son of Leroy Abbott, March lost no time in going to the Umbagog Paper Co., bal. of
township except public lot·, 18945 18945 99 45
who has been quite sick, is now better. box and introducing himself to his
«157 19
Ralph Emery visited Lewiston the bride, with whom he ever after lived
29th.
And Augustus G. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
so affectionately that their devotion
A. D. Littlehale has a new pair of
Is appointed Agent to auperlntend the expendl
to one another became proverbial."
ture of said tax and la required to give bond aa
very handsome western horses.
the law directs.
Very many are having bad colds.
And It la hereby ordered that aald aaaeaainent
Velmar Brown is ill at. this writing and
be publlahed aa tne law requires.
Cruelty to Women.
under the treatment of Dr. Roseman.
Dean A. Ballard,
We wonder what death the man will
) County Comr*a
Wellington H. Eastman, {
or the
die or what tortured life he will be
Hknby O. Hammond,
) Co. of Oxford,
Wilson's Mills.
caused to lead who discovered the litA true oopy—attest
Dr. John Murphy, who bas been the tle "trick"
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
by which a woman's age
attending doctor at the Aziscoos dam -.•an be ascertained beyond a doubtreturned
has
for the past three months,
that Is to say. while her health is
to his home. His friends gave him a
normal. The only instrument required
surprise party for a farewell.
The wrist of Nearly Anyone May Secure a SplenH. V. Sheahan is in Portland for the Is an ordinary watch.
did Qrowth of Hair.
the lady whose age is in question Is
holidays.
Nason and son the telltale, for when you count her
Mr. and Mrs. Geo
We litre a remedy that bas a record of
Roger have gone to White Rock.
•pulse and it registers sixty-nine beats growing hair and curing baldness in 93
Mrs. C. T. Fox spent Christmas with
out of every 100 cases where used acper minute you know that she Is beher sister, Nora Bennett.
to direction· for a reasonable
tween twenty and twenty-flve years cording
Mr. aud Mrs. Azel Wilsou spent Christof time. That may seem like a
the uext Ave years seven- length
old.
During
mas in Errol, Ν. H.
strong statement—it is, and we mean it
Mrs. Josephine Littlehale is staying ty-one beats go to the minute, and the to be, and no one should doubt it until
trente
nus"
and
over
de
Is
enBucknam.
"femme
with her daughter, Mrs. J. W.
they have put our claim· to an actual
Mrs. Arthur Littlehale, who has been titled to seventy throbs. It Is a pity teat.
has
at
to Dr. Jones' Hospital
We are so certain Rrxall "93" Hair
Colebrook,
the man of science who established
returned home.
these facts is not more exact when Tanic will cure dandruff, prevent baldAshton Wilson's broken leg is doing dealing with the women of riper age, ness, stimulate the soalp and hair root·,
nicely. He is so as to be around on for. according to rumor and tradition, atop falling hair and grow new hair,
ilia mother and aiater at The Saints1
Rest through the holidays.
John Flagg has moved into the Raniolph Thomes rent this week.
Mrs. Cheeney, matron of Barrows
Lodge, Hebron, was with her sisters
here through the Christmas recess.
Evening Star Lodge of Masons worked
the Entered Apprentice aod Fellow Craft
jegrees at a special meeting Monday

pp

BLUE STORES

•TATE or HAISK.

East WâUrford.
BuclcfMd.
XfOHD, Si:
December MeLawrence Seule·, who baa been work- { out of County Commissioners,
of
Book
Mr·.
Ann»
spent
within and tor
Senior
the
Farmlngton
of
the
Since
organization
A. D. 1910, held at Part·,
bia
llon,
wltb
some
months
in the place
the laat Tuesday
the uld County of Oxford, on tbe 27th day of
T. P. C. U. of the Uolvenaliet church, ι /briitmM with bar mother and slater ing
died auddeoly Tuesday forenoon
of December, A. D. 1910, being
basket· hare been sent to the aged, 1 tere and went to Springfield, Ma··., team,
•aid month.
of heart disease, with wbiob he bad
sick and shut-in· as a Christmas re- j tionday to riait her son, Geo. Pike.
The refor tbe County
Π HE County Commissioners
Luther Irish and family of Weat Paris been troubled several years.
A. D.
membrance. Tbis year they sent about
taken to bis home in Newry. L of Oxford, in the month of September,
vere with relatives here over Christmas. mains were
inspection
actual
made
baskets.
fifty
a atu- j 910, as provided by law,
ia
who
for
one
leaves
He
and
daughter,
open and
Allen Irish of Oath spent Christmas
duly located
Nearly one hundred Sunday School
Although c f the Countyinroads
townships said
dent at Gould Academy.
unincorporated
ravel lying
In
scholars attended the union Christmas ireek with hie parenta here.
mentioned
be has won the [ recti of land hereinafter
H. P. Shaw of Rumford waa with hia nearly a stranger here
ascertaining the consocial at Centennial Hall Monday even( lounty, for the purpose of
the amount
till Tueeday respect of all.
said roads and estimatingas
of
< ation
ing. Refreshments of cocoa, sandwiches, people here from Saturday
to be safe
Mrs. Lizzie Sawin bas been spending
ceded to put the same In repair so
and cake were served. Every child re- norning.
and
appearMrs.
travel;
for
her
daughters,
J jjd convenient public said roads itwere
not
Harold H. Hall of New York was with several weeks with
from the trees.
several small
West Paris.

We would like to have you begin right now. Our
winter has been somewhat delayed, but now all out-of.
door workers need heavy Rough and Ready Clothing.
For example we have

I

$16 to $38, Lamb Coats at $3 to
Pontiacs and Beach Coats $2.50 to $4.
Heavy Work Trousers $2 to $4. Russian Veste
Fur Coats at

$2

to

$2

76.

All kinds Gloves and Mittens.

NOYES

H.

F.

CO.,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS,
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homestead400
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We wish you all

a

Happy

New Year.

May Pleasantness, Peace
and Prosperity be with all in
this community during the
coming year.
ο

β

©

β

ON

f)lus

ON

Subtle

ON

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
PARIS.

SOUTH

MAINE.

To All!

Greetings

New Year's

Below we name a few useliul Holiday Gifts that will be ι
pleasure for us to show.
First we would mention Pure, Pony
and
and KuHBian Mink Coats, Scarfs,
Muffs for dress occasions.
If you ride much look at the Fur Driv-

ing Coats which

about half

price.

we

are

closing

out

at

Towels, many kinds, niauy price In
10c to $1.2ô each.
Among a Traveler'* line of Hiodbiii
Men's, Women's and Children's Pan·
you can find some great bargain*.
How about a nice Collar Jabot or tt

for another friend.
Shirt Waisto too, and Kimonos in Eider
IIANDKKKCHIEFS -We bare c:.ji
down and Flannelette, please bear in
these from two of the Largest In; rja
mind.
in the country and we are sure tii/w
If your friend needs a new gown we such as to iiustain our former rcptfN
have a tine line from 13c to $1.30 per yd. on these goods. All prices froi
$2.00 each.
New Underflannele may be a most acRibbons for Fancy Work and Hi:
ceptable gift to another or a pair of hose Ribbons in
great variety ami lo* prie*
in cotton, wool or fleeced.
We have a
cet
If your friend's i'hina Closet il
quantity of all these.
be
full a Fancy Dish would doubtifM
Table Linen, we can show you from acceptable.
25c per yard to $12 50 per set.
Then last but not least are a
L*
A sample line of Tea Cloths and Doi- Cooking Utensil·» in our Kitchen
lies we can give you at wholesale prices. partment in our basement Salesroom.
s«
If there is nothing in this list come in and ask to
not
advertised.
something

Very Sincerely Yours.

S.B.&Z. 5. Prince,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

bea^"

Insurance by Two Great
in One Policy.

ON

Fidelity Underwriters issuing a Policy guaranU-ed
lias
by the Continental and Fideliiy-l'henix
back of it over thirty-six million dollars of aesets.
Since organization the companies represented by the
Fidelity Underwriters have paid losses of over §1ϋ~,0υ0,0θυ,
paid them promptly and without demur.
aod
They employ over two hundred special agents
adjusters, thus guaranteeing prompt attention to policy
holders in case of loss, every houest loss will be promptly
a
adjusted and paid cash without discount, this means
Tho

one-half each

lot to you.
The Fidelity Underwriters Is

Paris,

It is onlyafter she is thirty that u woman begins to leave off· having birthdays.—^Westminster Gazette.

Albany.

Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Bartlett of Bethel
visited at F. G. Sloan's recently.
Miss Mary Gill of Boston, Mass., visited her father, John Gill, of Greenwood,
a few days at Christmas.
A few of the farmers are getting their
ioe. It is 17 inches thick at Songo Pond.
The recent rain helped the wells auite

a

good deal, but they

are

still very low.

1

"Some men
tiful heiress,
"Oh, that
the poor but
you mine."

Qcnerou·.
say," remarked the beau"that I have no heart."
doesn't matter!" replied
willing youtli. "I'll gira

tbat

we

personally give

our

iur store—The
Howard Co.

Τ

Recall

Store.

Chaa. H

in Taris by

....

MRS.

FIRE INSURANCE.

L.

C.

SMILEY,

pashionable

Millinery.

Ladies' and Children's
Hosiery.
and
Underwear
Boys' Heavy Fleeced Hose.

South

positive

guarantee to refund every penny paid as
for it in every instance where it does not
give entire satisfaction to the user.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic la aa pleasant
to use aa clear spring water.
It is delightfully perfumed, and do·· not greasa
or gum the balr.
Two aices, 80o. and
11.00. With our guarantee back of it,
fou certainly take no risk. Sold only at

represented

Perley F. Ripley,Maine.

Phone 17-4.

Don't Be Bald.

orutches.

Companies

Mairse.

Paris,,

MEETING·

ANNUAL

KOTICB.

The subscriber hereby gives notice thatshu
been «July appointed administratrix of
lie estate of
COLUMBUS C. FABNUM, late of Cactin,
1 the County of Oxford, deceaeod. aa<l
given
onds as the law directs. All persons having
e man da against the estate of said deceased
re dealred to present the same for settlement,
nd all Indebted thereto are
requested to make
arment Immediately.
Dee. 30th, 1910. KM M A M. MOCOLL1STKE.
»

y
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annual mating ofthe Th
beM
ing AswUllon will be
Stn, 1911, at S r «·, «η
ofofflcer».»»
the
choice
Paris, for
tlon of other legal baslness·,,,
ALTON C
M-l
The
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ϊΐι* ΦχίονΛ

All th· street lights on High Street
burning several nights last week.

femocvxt

were

""south paris!

Miss Mildred Elder of Maiden, Ma··
ίβ a gneet for the week at S. G. Bumell Y

Sheriff esse Yet Undecided.

This

coaoty

FOB BARTLETT.

Agreed upon by comalMloner·' report*
Co untcd from MlsputeU ballot·

Village icboole

3403
254

Jan. 3.

cemmence

Tuesday,

Judge Artbnr E. Morrison and wife of
Bangor were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Junot Porter and family of Eureka, Will be a Very Narrow Mar38Λ7
made his brother, Francis E. Tor
FOB MCIKTIBB.
in
Event
Any
grin
Hour· 7JOA.li.to7i»r.ll.
ter, a short visit last week.
S3i
Agreed upon by commissioners' report·
332
Counted from uUputed ballot·
0KAM1) THCMK RAILWAY.
Miss Iza Marshall, wh> is attending
3692
Bliss Business College at Lewiston, Judge Savage Throws out 136 BalCommencing September 25, 1910,
Tbu· giving Bartlett a plurality of 5.
PARIS
spent the past week at home.
lots as Defective, and Result
TRAINS LKAVK eoCTB
Judge Savage then reckoned from the
dally;9:30a.m.,
east—5:3«A.
Mia.
Hanno
Paokard and daughter
Not Yet Announced.
Go!"»' Own
which he bad done aa he exchecking
Sunday; 4 36 p. M., daily.
Ida
of
Bethel
were
dallv e*cept
of
Ε.
Mrs.
N.
-9 JO a. M., dally; 3:35 P.*..
guests
amined the ballot·, and found that hi·
G0!n*up west
P.
<7
Anderson
*.,
S
dally.
and
;
Saturday
Snnday.
daily except Sunday
figtfres did not agree. His figure*offrom
No decision has yet been received in hi·
the
CHCBCHSft.
Mrs. Ernest Russell and daughter
checking showed the counting
the
contest
over the election of sheriff in
ballots as followa:
disputed
Beryl of East Sutuner have been guests Oxford
County. The case was heard on CouDted for Mclntire
.335
at Albert D. Park's for a few days.
251
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, before Counted for Bartlett
courcn
13ti
Kvenlng wnlN iw p. s· ; JO
The Oxford County Association of Judge Savage, at the court bouse. Out Thrown out aa defective
p. M.
Wednesday evening at 7
urarer meeting
in
Rural Letter Carriers is holding its an- of 722 ballots presented before him, he
connected, are cordially
723
othenr.ee
not
til."
nual meeting at South Paris on Monday. threw out 13») as defective, but just what
vJtPi ],
Rev T. S. Kewley, Pastor
make a total of 3655 for
would
This
Mettait"! Church,
been
Bertram E. Packard of Camden, super- the count of the rest is has not yet
morning prayermeetlng 10 :00 a. m.
and 3664 for Bartlett, giving
>c Sun lay.
45 A. M.; SaoMtb Schoo
determined.
is certain that it is a Mclntire
Ort ie*.
SOCTH ΡΑΚΙ» POST

X-RAY

NOBWAT.

would make the reanlt In the
follow·:

M

wis

by

Wonderful Cures

There's No Risk.

If Thie Medicine Does

Not Benefit

You Pay Nothing:.
A physician who made » specialty of
stomach troubles; particularly dyepepsin,
after years of study perfected the formula from which Rexall Dyspepsia Tablet·

Freeland Howe during the week.
are made.
Mrs. R. P. Bickford and
daughter,
Our experience with Rexall Dyspepsia
after a four months' visit with relatives
Tablets leads us to believe them to be the
in Augusta, returned to their Norway
home the first of the week.
greatest remedy known for the relief of
acute indigestion and chronic dyspepsia.
Rev. M. C. Ward of the Universalist
Their ingredients are soothing and healchurch presents parishioners with very
The
1911.
attractive calendars for
ing to the inflamed membranes of the
stomach. They are rich in pepsin, one
pictnre of pastor, church and parsonage
of the greatest digestive aids known to
with the words "May this be to you, the
The relief they afford is
medicine.
year of our Lord, 1011, and a hymn "0,
oar beliefs and
Education
shapes
almost immediate. Their use with perLove, that will not let me go."
and makes us cling to oldMrs. John H. Harmon of West Buxton prejudices
sistency and regularity for a short time
ideas and notions until new
is with ber daughter, Mrs. Merrill C. fashioned
brings about a cessation of the pains
developments in science prove the error caused by stomach disorders.
Ward.
of our teaching and force new truths
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will insure
In the Municipal court, Monday, John
few years ago you would
Webber and Tim Clary □poo us. A
healthy
appetite, aid digestion and proHickey,
George
to
able
to
be
10
It
one claiming
intendent of schools in the CamdenΔβ evidence of our
mote nutrition.
μι, ain.i -ervlce
to intoxication at Star- laugh at any
β 00 p. *.;
Mclntire a plurality of one.
pleaded
1 ν
guilty
other
six-inoh
one
or
the
a
for
narrow
hpworth l eague Meetlrg
an
margin
Thomaston district, spent Friday with very
object through
sincere faith in Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets,
Âs there was not time to investigate bird's and were fined. They paid both photograph
Wednesday evening 7:30; class
knows
urayer meeting
of
the
candidates.
and
If
everyone
7 SO.
yet today
we ask you to try them at our risk.
Superintendent E. F. Clason.
and ascertain where the error was before fine and costs and were discharged. plank,
meeting KrH«y venlng
E. A. DavK Pastor.
electricity. they do not give you entire satisfaction,
Baptist Church, Hev.service 10:45 a. m.; Sab.
of the forenoon train, on Arthur Miller on Tuesday was fined 15 this is easily accomplished by
the
departure
The meeting of the Woman's Mission,ir ύ;ι uv, preaching
Scientific discovery is constantly up- we will return
Y p· s· c'· ■·· 6:15 p· m.;
M
you the money you paid
which Judge Savage wished to return to and costs for resistance to deputy sheriff's
m Vhool !will be held with Mrs. Walter
doctrines and enabling us to us for
7Λ) P. M. ; Wednesday evening ary Society
without question or formalarrived on the forenoon Auburn, he took the ballot· home with process. Filed. For intoxication, John netting old
them,
Judge
Savage
uraver raeetleg
AU art* Bonney Thursday, at half past two inSeau free.
Τ ».
do hitherto impossible things.
train Thursday, and work on the hear- him to examine and find the error.
Hill and John Pulkinen of Paris paid
ity. They como in three sizes, prices 25
prayer servie·
stead of three o'clock as usual.
In no way has this fact been more
fclcoiHO·
Remember
50 cents, and $1.00.
Rev C hester Gore Miller,
of the case was immediately begun
cents,
A report is expected from Judge fines for intoxication and were discharging
I kiver*alt»t Church,
than by the results
Preaching service every Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Elder of at the court house. The petitioner in Savage about the middle of this week. ed. The last two celebrated at West Btrikingly illustrated
you can obtain them onlj at—The Rexall
I·.,.;
Ρ
I",
Υ.
C.
*.
of the eminent physician's new methods Store.
Sunday School at 12
lo c> * *
Maiden, Mass.. announce the engage- the equity suit, J. Melvin Bartlett of Meanwhile Mr. Mclntire bas qualified as Paris.
of curing.
at 7 P. m
candidate for sheriff under hie certificate of election,
ment of their daughter, Mildred Wood, Stoneham,
The annual meeting of Norway Lodge,
Republican
MKKTKO·.
STATKD
CHRONIC DISEASES.
to Dr Frank Wendell Rounds of South sheriff, was represented by Hon. A. J.
No. 16, I. O. 0. F., on Tuesday evening
94.
No.
Reru'.ttr
John's Letter.
f Χ \ M —Pari Lodge,
Paris.
Stearns of Norway and Hon. J. M. Libelected the following officers:
persons have been told by good
on or before full uioon.
Many
rueedayevenln*
e
a
In·;
of Mechanic Palls. Bertrand Ο. McMica Lodge, regular mcotDid it ever occur to you that our
N. G.—W. W. Froet.
and honest doctors that the chronic
I.e. > F.—Mount
A union service of the Baptist, Meth- by
of each week.—Aurora
V. G.—Ernest L. Turner.
Intire of Waterford, the Democratic Uncle Sam is, or has been, until recentdisease of which he makee a specialty
lacs. T'iure-l^y ovenlnic
and
was
odist
churches
Kimball.
third
L.
and
evening
Monday
Sec.—Merton
liret
Congregational
En· ..rai ment,
who received the certificate ly, remarkably confident in the honesty
Not long ago that
could not be cured.
Treae.—Frank E. DoCoeter.
held at the Baptist church Sunday even- candidate,
of each month.
of election, was represented by M. L. and integrity of his big boys? It bas
Trustees—Henry J. Bangs, Eit H. Allen and was true, but it is not true today.
K.—Mount I'leisan· Kebekab Lodge, No.
li
and in connection with it five young
Is to focus the rays of light at
ing,
of
eaob
fourth
the
E.
Hon.
J.
Mcto
harbor
Gibson.
and
Krldayn
D.
Kimball of Norway and
Harry
been difficult for him
No invalid should give up hope until
Jl\ meet·· <econd
<
fellows' Hall.
people were baptized.
the proper point, thus relieving
of Lewiston. Judge Savage thought that any of hie immediate fama Dto In Md
Walter S. Buck is making his annual they have bad a consultation with the
Gillicuddy
meets
No.
14$,
Post,
Kimball
—w.
li.
Κ
ι,, λ
Great stunts by the weather. From was accompanied by \V. H. Cornfortb as ily could be guilty of a meanness or visit to friends and relatives in and eminent physician at Beal'e Hotel.
the muscles and nerves of the
and thirl Saturday evenings of e*:b
ar
A. R. Hall
Take no one's word except that of a
watery streets at noon Friday to a tem- stenographer, but there was little for a commit a wrong. With him the thought about Boston. Mr. Buck visits Boston
jj ain. In G·
that would fall upon them
strain
the
1*.
A.
Ladle·
of
Κ Kimball Circle.
\\
of ten to fifteen below zero stenographer to do in connection with has been, or seems to have been: "My once each year for pleasure and businees. cured patient. Let no prejudice stand
third Saturday evening· of perature
if they were unassisted by lenses.
H., n ette tiret in 1
as a
and
Bennett
back
a
and
Albert
whatever
and
to
the
but
rain
Mrs.
straight
Hall.
all
Ella
of
are
Ami
the
your
in
in t.rand
Saturday morning,
hearing.
reason,
right
Noyes,
boys
way
(K-ft month,
At the outset Judge Savage asked that string. If there has been crookedness Annie Barley assisted by Albert and complaint may be it will bo to your
Joshua L. Chain berl&ln Camp meets Sunday night, is going some.
f \
after the full of tlie
:be ur«t Tuesday night
the method of procedure should be that anywhere it will be found elsewhere— Arthur Bartlett, Alton Luck, Charles in'erest to consult him and his fees aro WE ARE ABLE
A good number enjoyed the supper of
moon.
the principles of law which would gov- ! not in my family." And so be has gone and Phineas Barnes distributed a large much less than any other first-class
1 to Oct. 1,
to relieve with glasses, troubles
f. f H.—Parle Grange, from May
the Methodist Ladies' Aid at the Baptist
third Saturday; during tue
ern the case should be laid down as fir on blissfully unconscious and confiding, ptimber of Christmas presents for the
in the state.
m t 6 Lret and
specialist
that are sapping the nerve supply
enterfine
A
In
meets
evening.
Saturday,
vestry
Thursday
every
*ir.d> r of the year,
as possible, and then the disputed balr«
like a good natured, overgrown buy W. C. T. U. Saturday and Monday. The
If it can be cured by his treatment he
tainment followed, the readings of Mrs.
Granite Hall.
by causing the muscles to work in
lots should be presented foi examina- "gawping" along the oity streets, an gifts were to the boys and girls.
and explain to you fully
tell
will
so,
<> G.C.—Second an 1 fourth Monday· of
you
I'
Helen Bisbee Packard of Camden being
an effort to do the focusing.
tion, and the case could be closed with easy prey for pickpockets and for exThe annual parish meeting of the Con- the kind of treatment your case requires,
e* it month.
ν
K. o. P.—stony Brook Lodge, Να lsl, especially enjoyed.
arguments by counsel. He asked the perts in confidence games.
gregational church will be held on Wed- how it is administered, how it acts on
fourth Wednesday evenln,<n
α·· l* -econd and
old
be
is
as
the
will
their
views
to
the
Miss Maud Carter, who had been at counsel to present
the diseased parts, and how the cure
We are glad to believe that
nesday evening, Jan. 4. Supper
S.
of Aeh month.
Also how long you will
1'.—Hamlin Lodge. No. 31, meets every her home here for several months on principles which should govern the in- fellow is getting on to their gamee, and served at 7 o'clock. After the supper accomplished.
Hall.
and
make
will
her
the
cost
and
of
will
death
of
it
illness
officers
j'r ay evening at Pythian
much
of
the
bow
account
city,
the various parish
is learning the ways
be treated, and
quiry.
Mr. Libby spoke tirst, taking the will not hereafter be bo fond of showing their annual reports for the year. Alter you, he does not do cheap work, but the
mother, has returned to her teaching in
Yes scratch it out and then write 1011.
Dorchester, Mass from which she bad general ground that the provisions of his "wad" and trusting it to the hands the reports will be the election of officers. prico is exceedingly low for the kind of
tbe statute are mandatory with regard of
leave of absence.
The quarterly church meeting of the service you receive.
Mrs Marshall Weeks has been spend
etrangers untried. There are crooks
his ballot,
to how the voter shall mark
in Portland.
He will show you hundreds of testimû a lew «.i ay s
enough and to spare. That is history— Universalist society wae held at the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Dunham, Mr.
and must be strictly observed. He cit- not ancient history altogether, but mod- home of Mrs. F. E. Drake on Friday monials from prominent and responsible
Mr<. Helen M. True of New Gloucester and Mis. Frank Duultaro aud Mrs. Frank ed certain decisions in other states, and
Of course you read the dailies and evening.
ern.
people who will attest the great efficacy
S. Wright'» for the Dunham's sister, Miss Florence Gunn of
is at H"U. James
bad with him the books for reference, so you are posted along that line.
returned from a of hie improved scientific methods.
Schenk
Annie
Auburn, spent New Year's and tonk but
res', of the winter.
brother
Judge Savage had examined each of
Your Uncle Sam is rather soft hearted, four months' visit with her
He is one of the most successful
SOUTH PARIS.
dinner with Mrs. C. R. Dunham's uncle
the cases cited, and had with him copies even if he is hard headed—in spots and William at Frankfort, Ν. Y., Saturday.
The 1.1 lies' Whist Club was entertain- and
specialists of the day in all Chronic and
Dr. and Mrs. Ο. K. Yates, at of (he decisions.
aunt,
Mrs.
Littlehe
Catarrh,
Diseases;
when he is mad clean through—and
She was accompanied by her sister, long
Standing
ed Thursday afternoon by
Little- West Paris.
Mr. Libby also took the ground that may, being soft hearted, reprimand the j Lena Schonk, who will spend her vaca- Throat, Bronchitis, Consumption in the
rie >1 Α11Ί Mrs. Bowker at Mrs.
and
in
use
initials
of
of
and
the
tbe
case
in
of
hie
Son
have
sister
family
voting big, thievish boys
A. W. Walker A
parente.
first stages.
tion here with her
bought
tield's.
Under New
farm of Frank K. Witharu in the south tor a candidate, there is no presumption warn them not to do so any more, and
The sunlight hop at the Opera House
If you have woak lunge remember
1'he annual meeting of the Citizens'
I
to
vote
them
tho
intended
attended.
at
law
that
voter
and
well
are
of
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and
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third
of
the
afternoon
to
leads
already
time,
give
town,
catarrh
consumption.
Monday
will part
{to beware
Telephone and Telegraph Company
on it. for the same candidate whose name in another chance at the "wad."
That, I Excellent music.
Ile cures not only consumption in its
this Mon- work cutting wood and lumber
be he .l at the Asseseors' Ottice
Whitewash ie cheap,
from Farmington Normal first stages bu^ other chronic diseases.
Mr. Witham has bought the Jonathan full appears elsewhere on the ballot.
Essie
; too, is
history.
Buck,
day evening at 7-K).
On the question of initials Mr. KimBoston, Mass·
Clark place at the edge of the village on
Blood Diseases—Scrofula, all kinds of
cheaper than truth, but doeerrt have the School, and Lena Buck who is teaching
ball argued that the ballots should be wear to it, and makes an unsatisfactory at Jackson, Ν. H., are spending their Tumors, Diseases jf the stomach and
tVKNINC.
SUNDAY:
Mrs. Leonard Whitman has gone to the Hebron road.
U AIL Υ
Herbert
$3.00
$2.50
couoted.
$1.00
I covering. It isn't at all pleasing to vacation with their parents, Mr. and Digestive Tract.
Massachusetts to visit her sun,
the W. A.
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A
musical
Prr Annum
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remain
of
fact
that
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the
Mr. Mctiillicuddy
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what
>
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Maud Pike, of the Boston
and stealings.
meu and women, no matter
sotue three months.
eveniug of Jan. 10. A social evening ters are not uniform, but the general j We wonder what sort of a cat is under
Addr*···** changed a» often
bv mail
of Music, is enjoying her vacation cause arising, Paralysis, Headache, Prostory
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and
entertainment,
will be enjoyed after the
Advertised letters
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u
tendency of tbe decisions is toward j the meal in this talk of war with Japan { with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. F. tration, Lame Back, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
One feature of the evening will be an
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and common sense should be or
other nation on the map of na- Pike.
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aud Rheumatism.
New England's Repany
Huston
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Μη» W. Ρ
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used in the interpretation of the law. 1 tione. No doubt there are those who i
Richard Dietrich of Haverhill, Mass..
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The annual meeting of the Univers- ing marks, be argued
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strife,
Disfor election of officers and should be considered as a distinguishing do what they could to stir up
Ross Upton, who had his ieg broken
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Philadelphia College,
All the News Thai's Worth While"
Niuth America."
adjourn the meeting to Friday evening which should govern in the inquiry. In foreign possessions, than it would be many friends. He was for some time at the pelvis, side, back or head, or suffertroublée
A ro< m has been finished off in the for the transaction of business.
a sense, he said, tfje intention of the without? To our mind they—our foreign F. P. Stone's drug store.
and
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Ellis
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free.
McAllister, and will spend the winter
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BARGAINS is rather a mild word for
offerings—IT'S ALMOST A GIFT.

our

present

J. F. PLU M MER,
CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

31

PARIS. MAINE.

SOUTH

MARKET SQ..

Coats and Suits

Marked Down.

PROTECT
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HORSES

I
\

». 0. FROTHINGHAM'S,
Rich Blood.
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Men's Union Suits
Union Suits

Spanish Yarn,
Saxony Yarn,

<

EU^\h,*e»V
™«8Urblr

Germantown Yarn,

Shetland Floss

here

Mugs, Plates, Ash Trays, Pitchers,
Hall and
I Berry Sets, Water Sets,
cent
; Parlor Lamps at 25 per
Discount for next two weeks.
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Sales and Small Profits
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more

Dayton Bolster Co.,
MARKET SQUARE,

South Paris,

Maine,

than

comfortable

us.

the

You'll find

underwear.

ordinary

garments that give satisfaction

in every detail.

Unions, $1, $1.50,

CLOTHIER,

ONE PRICE

NORWAY,

$2 and $3.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

—

_

MAINE.

FOR S2.00.

boot for
We are positive that our $2.00
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LOUISE,
PRINCESS
the
Ladies,
We have
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the
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best $2.00
kinds of
them in many styles, and all
Remember
stock ; button, lace and buckle.
full value for your
you will always get
money here.

All of our Fancy China and Japanese ware in Cups and Saucers,

.UH.lTc.p.bi^U.0^

with

specialty

greatly, as made
by different mills. A good fitting
union is a very comfortable garment,

Discount Sale ! LADIES' BOOTS
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If
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most
with
anything you
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it for you.
to have just what you want, we will gladly get
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the NEW YEAR

Account Books, Receipts, Memorandums,
Dairies, Almanacs and other Office
and Desk Supplies.

RICHARDS,

j

to thank our friends and customers

DESIRE
IWlE for
their generous

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
MAINE.
Opera House Block, NORWAY,
3X0*8.
Telep}iono
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James N. Favor,Main·.
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Norway,

THE UNO OF
PUZZLEDOM.

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
By using a
They are

United States Separator.

money earners,

being

cream tavera.

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

Grand Prize

assures

it.

U. S. SEPARATORS
lit

■

the cleanest skimmer·, easiest running, most
washed and durable separator ever made.

lot easily

Year in and year out
money,

T.

never

they

run

making trouble.

without a hitch,
\\

e

making

ever

sell them, you need

one.

DAVIS. Agent, South Paris.

M.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

U solicited. AddreM : Editor Hohsmakxb·'
Columx, Oxford Demoerat, Sooth Parts, Ht.

The New Crocheted Toque.
This pretty little toque is need on the
continent (or motoring, driving, golfing

TWO NEW
YEAR FUIMES

A Glad New Year.
listen! Don't you hear
door?
Some one knocking at your Year
New
Don't you know the glad
once more?
Comes to you and me
new,
Comes with treasure· ever
feet?
waiting
Spread out at our
true,
nnd
purpose
HikIi resolves
sweet.
Hound our lives to music
and flower·
Ours to clioose the thorns
If wo do our duty mind,

"I wish I could become a fairy this

WHEELER & CO.
South Paris.

of the estates I In the matter of
To all person* Interested In either
)
WELLINGTON
In
hereinafter named :
In and for
Bafckrïp*,
At a Probate Court, held at Parts,
of
Tuesday
third
the
on
Oxford,
To the Hon. Clarence Παι.ε,
the County of
of Vk [*,
thousand
Judge
one
Court of the United State* for
trlct
December. In the year of our Lord
the ΙΑμλ*
matter
^
of Maine :
nine handled and ten. the following
thereupon
action
the
having been presented for
biro, of Albany, in u*
Ordehkd :
hereinafter Indicated, It Is herebyall
County of Oxfur<l, ami State of Mu».
persons InThat notice thereof be given to
order to be In aald District, respectfully represent*, tW
terested, by causing a copy of this
Ox- on the 5th «lay of November, laat
the
In
successively
weeks
put, i»*Z
three
at South duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Aca
published
,j
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
at a Congreea relating to Bankruptcy; that
appear
that
may
they
i*hu
Paris, In said County,
all his
Paris, on duly surrendered
property and fyta of
Probate Court to be held at said
D. 1011, at nine property, and has fully compiled with all
tu
the third Tuesday of Jen., A.
there- requirements of said Acu ami of theordenof
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard
Court touching hie bankruptcy.
cause:
see
on If they
Wherefore he prave, That he
may be
Massa
creed by the Court to We a full dUcharre deSolomon 8· Row· late of Boston,
\ all debt· provable against hU estate under froa
ul·
achmette, deceased: copy of will and pnltlon
Γ.
Acta.
such
George
bankruptcy
except
debt*
u art ei
for probate thereof presented by
cented uy law from such discharge.
Stebblna, the executor thereof.
Dated this 6th day of December, A. 0.
hi
WELLINGTOS BIRD,
Marshall G. etrout late of Canton, deeeased ;
Bankrupt
will and petition for probate thereof presented
ORDER
OF
NOTICE
therein
executrix
the
TUEREO*.
by Phllura 8. Strout,
District of Maine, s».
named.
On this 10th day of Dec., A. U. 1Λ0, on
read,
I
deceased;
Buckfleld,
of
the
It
late
1*Moore
K.
foregoing
petition,
log
John
Ordered l>y the Court, That a hearing U kM
will and petition for probate thereof presented
executor therein upon the same on the »th day of Ian
the
B.
Frederick
Dyer,
a ti.
by
1911 before »ald Court ut Portland, In ull I>u.
named.
trlct at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; anl
Sarah E. Rose late of Canton, deceased; will notice thereof be published In the Oxford tut
I»*»
by
and petition for probate thereof presented
In will
named, ocrât, a newspaper printed
Dlitrlct, and
William W. Rose, the executor therein
that all known creditor*, and other i«r»oni i8
drcease l; first Interest, may appear at the saM time an l place,
Mtry I»· Foster late of Paris,
Luflau \V. and show cause, If any they have, why the pnyaccount presented for allowance by
cr of said petitioner should not lie granted.
Foster, executor.
And It le further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to a known cre>:
Thomas o, Jordan late of Albany, deceased;
Amos ltors copies of said petition an t this
by
allowance
for
first account presented
orler, v.
dres^i to them at their places of residence u
G. I'ean, executor.
of Paris, deceased;
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Blebee
G.
the
κ
Ho*.
Claufs<
Sophia
IIall,
flrst account presented for allowance by Henry of the said Court, and the sea· thereof, at Jain
Forv
It. Koblnsou, executor.
land, In nald DUtrlct, on the loth lay of bet.,
Buckfl.
of
Id;
et
ale, minors,
Sadie L. Conant
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
for allowance
I
...f. flDal account presented
by W Itson H. Conant, guardian.
Austin J. Haye· late of Greenwood, deceas.
cd; petition tor allowance out of personal
estate presented by Abble S. Hayes, widow.
Bankrupt's Petition for
®xr* Marshall late of Hebron, deceased;
out of liersonal
In the matter of
|>etulon "or an allowance
]
estate presented by Ell/.a M. Marshall, widow.
lc IiinkruifcT
LORES M GORDON,
7'
)
deceas.
Bankrupt.
Greenwood,
of
late
J
Hayes
Austin
reul
To the Hon. Clakkkck Half, J ye of the lu»
ed; petition for licence to sell and convey
trlct Court of the Cnlted State» f »r the Murf, t
estate presented by Abble S. Hayes, admlnls-'
of Maine:
tratrix.
m. Gordon of
Peru, in the
»oi-glaee late of Porter, deceaeed;
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Listen,

from
Located one and one-half miles
the
Buckfield village, known as
about
130
contains
Drake farm,
teres suitably divided into tillage,
Small
pasturage and woodland.
trees ; fifty
apple
orchard, 35 good
:o seventy-five thousand pine ready
left ;
:o cut and lots growing pine
rood barn 40x60 with split stone
House needs
:ellar under whole.
com·
tome repairs, but can be made
ortable with small outlay. Highl
vilground, excellent view of whole
R. F. D. and telephone.
lage.
will I
Lowest price for all $1,000, or
for
field
acre
and
jell buildings
14
I will sell the pine on the

Wellington

hours,
New Year!" exclaimed Bess, closing
8pend aright the pleasant find.
Life with beauty we shall
a book of fairy tales she bad been
Let us. then, the portals fling.
cheer.
reading.
Heaping high the liberal
Let us laugh and shout and sing,
"And then?" asked mamma, looking
Tearl
Welcome, welcome, glad New
up from ber sewing.
"I'd fly around and do good all the
three strand·
for little
Short Cut·.
Six akeina of Germantown zephyr will time. I'd be on the lookout
IL
be required for each toque. Uae a No. girls who help at home, and give tbom
Express by one letter a vegetable—P.
From one and two a mighty sound
11 crochet hook. See that the end of fairy gifts, and the naughty children
Insect—B.
In contact with the last Is found;
the hook ia cut deep, and aeleot a hook I'd punish as they deserved. Oh. I'd
My first alone Is a word of power;
Body of water—O.
with a long handle. When the toque is love to be one!"
My third Is useful every hour.
A clew-Q.
Who comes to my whole has reached great unrolled it ahould measure 11 iochea
"You can be the little fairy if you
A beverage—T.
glory.
wide and 13 inchea long.
answered mamma.
His work shall live In song and story.
A ebeep—U.
Chain 40 so that the chain measures 22 wish," quietly
"Can I, really? Then I will just as
$500.
inohes. Juin.
III.
I'll drop
cultiva- stump for $7.00 per thousand.
not the
Hake aix rounds of alngle crochet, tak- soon as you tell me how.
Let us never forget that the
My first the poor printer regrets,
most ImporGEORGE H. HERSEY. owner,
boy;
pearls and diamonds in your putli"—
ing up the back loop only.
tion of the earth Is the
of Joy.
Buckfield, Me
her mothMake 14 ronndaof single crochet, takWebster.
My second expresses a mild kind
"I'm
afraid."
interrupted
man.-£>aniel
of
tant labor
tftf
his
My whole as collector wins surely
ing up both loops.
er. "were you able to scatter refll Jewway.
Twenty-first round: Decrease 1 stitch els about you'd bring much unliapdance
βΟ YEARS'
When given as soon as the croupy
For the old adage says those who
9tmtne«e
every 8 stitches, make the twenty-second
Cough
experience
must him pay.
piness. But there are other precious cough appear· Chamberlain'· of
without
round
n.
decreasing.
croup
—Youth's Companl<
off an attack
and these you can scat'er to Remedy will ward
Jewels,
Decreaae
round:
every
of
Twenty-third
all danger and cause
Helpfulness, and prevent
alx stitches. Make the twenty-fourtb your heart's content
Thousands of mothers use it
No. 1179.—Transposition.
11
mindfulness and courteousuess are anxiety.
round without decreasing.
successfully. Sold by all dealers.
Toung Thomas O'Donnel McNally
Twenty-fifth round: Decrease every very precious in every household, and
Played hooky to ONE In the alley.
five atitches. Make the
twenty-sixth every house Is incomplete without a
When his father was through
"Sir," said the young man, "I come
round without decreasing.
With the old razor TWO
to ask you for your daughter's hand.,<
fairy to administer those blessings."
:
Decrease
the
valley.
every
Twenty-seventh round
Young Tom was the ONE of
Discharge.
OcaioN·
"Young man," replied the father, "I
"Oh," exclaimed Bess, "1 think I
three atitchea.
in sections."
Copyrights 4c.
mean. I will help cook am not disposing of her
what
know
you
Decrease
®«y
every
end
Twenty-eighth round:
No. 1180.—Anagram.
Anyone «ending a «kctçta
with her work. I can run errands. I
™wD*n* ω
other atitcb.
jutckly ascertain our opinion
When buying a cough medicine for
A young fellow from one of the up
I» probiibljr p»tentnbleI can
a
can help Susie with her lessons.
Draw
Inrentjon
round:
loop
Twenty-ninth
children bear in mind that Chamberlain1·
state tow us had been to New York for
for
through each stitch, take up yam, draw read to granny. I'm going"—
Λ <
Congh Remedy is most effectual and
*Patenta taken tErouch Munn
Pull
a week's visit aud upon his return through all loops and fasten off.
nevIn the
"Fairies
mamma.
cried
and whooping cough
"Stop!"
colds,
tpeelal notice, without charge.
croup
the
of
tell
to
home had ninny tales
threads through to wrong side. Crochet er talk about their duties.
In fact, that it contains no harmful drug. For
County of Ox fori, and state ,,f m»Jm
petition for license to sell an<t convey real ' Lores
In salil District, respectfully ri pr.-cnu tût
wonderful sights of the big city. the last few rounds, forming the crown,
estate presented by George E. Davis, admlnls
do them so quietly and quickly sale by all dealers.
of December, 1 « >, he
they
on the 11th day
ctr.
l*nre«t
rounds
of
the
trator.
When excited he was inclined to a little tighter than the reat
A handforaoly illustrated weekly.
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acu of
that you never suspect they are at
condition."
called
one
me
on
is generally
pe- Conferees relating to Baukrupuy, that he tu
"She accepted
"•■T L. Foster late of Paris, deceased;
stammer and in referring to his visit to prevent what
work."
tition for determination of collateral Inherit- duly surrendered all his pro|>erty and rlitu
"And that is?"
ex. of
to one of the sections of the metropolis "capping."
ance lax presented by Luclan W. Foster,
offer
property, ami has fully con lied with all the
and
hat
a
better
with
understood
skipped
again
trimmed
Bess
doesn't
be
she
The
"That
get
toque may
ccutor.
reiiulremcnts of said Act» an·! of tin: orlertof
that had particularly interested him
Branch Offloe. 836 V St. Waihlnetoo. D.C.
or it out of the room—quite fairy-like—to between now and spring."
of
ribbon
rosettes
or
his bankrupt y.
pins, quills,
de- Court touching
Florin· A. Iluruham late of Gllcad,
That h· may l,e decreed
exclaimed, "W-what gaiety there!"
There are
I Wherefore he prays,
may be worn quite plain.
begin at once.
cease* 1 ; petition for llcen4€ to sell an*! convey
have a full din irge fron,
to
Court
the
ailby
other atitches which may be used with
ESTABLISHED
Constipation is the canse of many
real estate presented by George I. Burnbam, debts provable against his estate under tall
what a happy time that little
Ob,
mislife
executor.
No. 1181.—Enigma.
Bankruptcy Acts, except such ·:· ;·ι» m are
equal effect. Thus, following the di- household fairy bad all the next week, ments and disorders that make Stomach
Take Chamberlain's
by law from such dli-crarge.
rections just given work the rows with
They stalk about the sandy hills
Carl b. Whitman late of Mexlci, deceased; excepted
to erable.
seemed
and
how
everybody
Dated this 9th day of Die A. 1» ι ·;
happy
bowels
BanOr wade throush watery bogs,
your
il ret account presented for allowance by
keep
Tablets,
crochet, taking up the front and
Liver
and
single
LORES M.GORDON, Bankrupt.
who came under her precious wand!
dall L. Taylor, administrator.
avoid these disPresenting long and pressing bills
back loops of the stitches alternately. be
regular and you willdealers.
ORDER OF NOTICE Τ Π Ε Κ Ε Ο.Y
I
To startled snakes and frogs.
"Where do all your smiles come
The colonial stitch is also effective.
Rosea B. Whitman late of Mexico, deceased ;
For sale by all
eases.
second account presented for allowance by District or Maine, s?.
Whatever the stitch, the working di- from?" asked granny next day. watchThey lift, like Atlas In his day;
Randall L. Taylor, cxecutor.
Ob thla 17th day of Dec., A. D. 1610,oa read
rections for size and decreasing and ing the fairy at her tasks.
They stand on steamer docks
petition. It Is—
K. IIERR1CK, Jndge of said Court. ing the foregoing
ADDISON
same.
are
the
"I carry a basket of smiles and
To hoist and bear upon their way
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing κ :... ;
finishing
:
* true copy—Attest
same on the 27th day of Ian., A. D.
the
Great bales and ponderous blocks.
upon
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
pleasant words under my magic cloak,
1911, before said Court at Portland, In all It1.·
Ways of Serving Nuts.
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; an ! that nogranny."
Close to the chimney nook they clung,
NOTICE.
tice thereof be published In the oxford DThose friends of early days
"Let me see them?" asked Susie.
Τ kl JE

Patents

Send for Catalogue.

W. J.

Correspondence on topic* of Interest to the

ladle·

No. 1178*—Charade.
and walking.
They are aeen every1
where and are at once ao becoming and
Beet of companions my first Is found,
so comfortable that America has adoptGo where you will the earth around;
ed them unreservedly. The toqaea are
To my second no such praise can fall,
made of three atranda of the wool, ao
There's no one can say he likes It at all.
Too much of my first, and my whole you'll that you muat wind off three akeina of
be,
the wool into one ball, then nee the
A useless man you will often see.
as one thread.

Interlocking Style

The 1910

HOMEMAXERS' COLUMN.

L

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge!

PROBATE NOTICES.

Abandoned Farm

A-f?-T·

'•"•œ'JfflSi·!! S&IKS*

Scientific American.

JSS&Sii

MUNN S Co.3®""»""'· Hew Yorfc

THE

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

Take

WEAR

That reached out sturdy arms
The kettles o'er the blaze.

MâLDEN

No.

and swung

WALNUT ROAST.

Two cupfuls of rolled walnuts, two
cupfula of bread crumbs, one cupful of
milk, two eggs, salt, pepper and a little
into
sage. Mix ail together and mould
Place in a buttera round roast shape.
ed baking tin, sprinkle walnut meats on

1182.—Dinner Rebua.

top and bake about twenty minutes.
Baste with melted butter. Serve with a
walnut gravy and garnish with celery

Keep Your Feet Dry and Warm

leaves.

Get Your Money's Worth

WALNUT

I

MALDEN RUBBERS are the Smartest Looking, Rtst Fitting,

Longest Wearing

Rubbers

Jf Your Dealer doe·

not

will

see

—we

the Market

on

keep them, send his rair.c
are suppfted

to ua

that you

A. H. Berry Shoe Co.

Two cupfuls of water, one capful of
rolled or ground walnute, one level tablespoonful browned flour, one level tablespoonful of white flour. Let the nuts
Salt to
and water boil five minutes.
taste. Blend the brown and white flour
in a little cold water and atir into the
boiling walnut water. Boil a few minIf too thick add a little boiling
utes.
water. Peanut butter or any kind of
nuts can be uaed instead of walnuta.

PORTLAND, ME.

NEW ENGLAND AGENTS

GRAVY.

ALMONI)

SlIT

LUAf.

Take two cupfuls of chopped celery,
cupfuls of rolled or ground aloionds,
two cupfuls of broad crumbs, one cupful

so

tears, for even fairies have reverses
sometimes.
One day mamma said to granny: "1
wish all the children iu the world
could see my fairies and try to be like
them. Just think of all the happiness
there would be in the world!"
Granny said she knew of a way to
let them all take a peep, and she wrote
this story for all the little folks to

copy from.
Will you be a household fairy?

r=PIANOS=n
I have in stock new and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until after Christmas

AT

high grade

a

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Briggs and
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirty dollars.
I have some nice trades in pianos and org ins which I offer to the
public. 1 have twelve pianos and piayerpianos in stock in my
ware-rooms in Billings Block, South Paris, Maine, and we are
always ready to show them to the public. Send for catalogue.

W.

WHEELER.

J.

L. S. BILLINGS

§11

£22

All Kinds for

I fimkûi*
14111U GI

Building Purposes.

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

Roofing, Shingles,

Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid

are other

Roofing:.

makes, but Paroid is the best.

There

CHECKING

···

seen ou

»···

the New Year's table.

THE

ACCOUNT.

cupfuls of

rolled pecan nuts, one

teaspoonful salt,
two teaspoonfuls baking powder, one
tablespoonful butter and one pint milk.
Sift flour, salt and powder together. Rub
quart sifted flour,

No. 1184.—Homonym.
··«

··*;

other eyes

Can match her eyes' dark splendor!"
lie gazed upon her pictured face
And spoke In accents tender.
Within the farmhouse dairy stood

This maid of rank and fashion.
··*·
······!" she exclaimed
"How
In tones of equal passion.

No. 1185.—Beheadings.
Behead keen edged and leave a musical instrument.
Bebead a popular card game and
leave au exclamation.
Bebead animal tlesh and leave to de-

vour.

No. 1186.—Diamond.
My first is a consonant. My second
My
Is a limb of tbe human body.
third Is tbe rich part of tbe milk. My
fourth is a grown boy.
My fifth Is a
letter.

CONVENIENCE

Two

BREAKFAST BOLLS.
one

in the shortening, add the nuts and milk
and mix to a smooth dough. Give one
or two quick kneadings on a floured
No. 1183.—Fractional Enigma.
board. Roll out two-thirds of p.n inch
To one-fourth of rush add Just as much thick and cut in strips about four inches
hush.
long by two inches wide. Place in a
One-third of a hat and one-third of a mat.
baking tin without touching
Then one-tlfth of clock and one-fourth of greased
each other, wash over with milk, and
rock.
bake in a moderately hot oven twentyWith one-fourth of rule and as much of
Wash over with milk
five minutes.
mule.
The whole Is a man on discovery bent,
again when taken from the oven.
Who started out with royal consent.
Marmalades.

Tilings

Bebead a quick motion of tbe eyelid
aud leave a writing fluid.

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

OF

gggo

PRICES.

WHOLESALE

7

PECAN

you who read this have never kept
bank account If not, let us suggest that you

a

try the experiment You will find it helpful in
many ways. Aside from the fact that your money will be safe from theft and fire, such a habit
tends to thrift economy, disipline and a general
understanding of business principles, all of
which are essential to success. It also affords a
convenient method for the payment of bills ; and
as the checks are always preserved and returned
to you, they serve as receipts for the amounts

paid.

We offer you good service, courtesy, liberality and stability and every accommodation
consistent with safety.
Business \
Hours

THE

:

(

»

*· Π. t» j P. n.

Mturilayi cloie at 1.15 P. M.
Open through the noon hour.

NORWAY
OF

NORWAY,

Picture Frames

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFTS,

Nichais St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

BANK

NATIONAL
MAINE.

and one-half
pounds of sugar. Now put the cat-up
apples into a wide j »r, strain the lomon
juice among the water in which the
apple skins were boiled, and pour over
the sugar. Let it just melt and pour it
Cover the jar closely,
over the apples.
and put it in the ovon until the fruit is
tender, then turn into a saucepan and
boil from half an hour to three-quarters.
Stir almost constantly, and when the
mixture is coming away from the pan
divide into email jars or cups. If these
are brushed over with olive oil the marmalade will tarn out whole. A handful
of blanched and.shredded almonds added
at the last gives the marmalade a nice

lemons, add to it four

appearance.

Wipe four pounds of oranges and two
Key to Puzzledom.
lemons, then pare off very thinly the yelNo. 1169.—Beheadings and Curtail- low
part of the rind and cut it up into
ings: B-oar-d, p-ape-r, s-hoe-s. c-and-y. extremely slender chips; then put these
No. 1170.—Charade: Air, row. plain chips in a small saucepan with two cupfuls of cold water and boil slowly for
—aeroplane.
Remove all the white skin
No. 1171.
Transpositions: March, one hour.
from the oranges and lemons; break up
bated,
spear;
death; pears,
charm;
the pulp a good deal and put it in a clean
stale, tales.
saucepan with five cupfuls of cold water
Countries:
Slam, to boil very gently for one hour, stirring
No. 1172.—Hidden
Denmark, Cuba. Germany, Norway. occasionally; then pour all this through
Madagascar, Canada, Arabia, Japan. a hot jelly bag and let it drain thoroughGreenland. China. Philippines, Spain.
ly. Put all the liquid thus obtained, the
Puzzle Picture: Santa chips, the liquid in which they were boilNo. 1173.
ed, and one and one-half pounds of sugar
Claus.
into a clean saucepan; stir, and allow to
drew.
Ann
No. 1174.
Homonym:
boil for half an hour, then skim and pot.
Ann Drew. Andrew, and drew.
—

—

PBUNE MABMALADE.

Select, wash
half pounds of

soak two and oneprunes over night in cold
water.
Steam or stew gently until tenenough water to cover. Set
der,
using
saw.
aside until cool enough to handle; reNo. 1177.—Hidden Dairy Products: move the
pits. Return to the Are, add
Egg, cream, butter, milk.
six large apples pared, cored and sliced,
one-half pound of sugar, strained juloe
All the good qualities of Ely'· Cream of one lemon and one orange and cook to
Balm, solid, are found in Liquid Cream a marmalade, stirring occasionally that
Balm, which is intended for use in the mixture may be smooth. Can at
That it is a wonderful onoe.
atomizers.
remedy for Nasal Catarrh is proved by
CBANBEBBY MABMALADE.
of testimony.
an ever-increasing mass
It Is not generally recognized what exIt does not dry out nor rasp the tender
cellent tonic properties are contained In
and

air-passages. It allay· the inflammation cranberries. Pick over the berries, and
and goes straight to the root of tbe disto every quart of fruit add two cupfuls
Obstinate old cases have yielded
ease.
water and cook for one hour, stirring
in a few weeks. AIL drnggiats, 75c., in- of
occasionally. Draw the saucepan to the
cluding spraying tube, or mailed by side
of the stove, and to every quart of
56 Warren Street, New York.

—

Wool
to close out

ON

—

Carpets

odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY.
Λ

-

MAJNE.

the cranberries add one-half teaspoonful
Stir well and
of carbonate of soda.
"Of coarse, doctor, German measles
carefully remove all scam as it rises.
are seldom serious?"
Then rub through a fine sieve, and to
"I never met bat one fatal case."
every capful of the puree add one cupful
"Fatal!"
of sugar. Return to the pan and cook
"Yes; it was a Frenchman, and when
for half an hour.
be discovered It was German measles gently

that he bad, mortifloation set In."

Do you know that fully nine oat of
every ten cases of rheumatism are simply
rheumatism of tbe muscles due to cold
or damp, or chronic rheumatism, and
require no internal treatment whatever?
Apply Chamberlain'· Liniment freely
and see how quiokly it gives relief. For
sale by all dealers.

plan.

lellenoe.

Sold by all dealer·.

Favor

the
the

Liver and

suggested,

ils

are

"L. F." At wood's

Medicine.

Clinton.

You must
you can be surrounded.
build your houses of parliament upon
the river, so that the means of ingress
and egress are safe and that the populace cannot exact their demands by
sitting down around you." Sir William
l·'raser, in whose memoirs the story is
recalled, mentioned it to Napoleon III.
Just before the death of the latter.
"What wisdom!" he said. "What wisdom!" And it set him musing upon the
different turn which the history of
France might have taken if in other
ways as great precautions had been
observed in his own case.—St. James'

t>e

SECRECY IN KRUPP'S.
Employees Bound by Oath and Nothing Left to Chancs.
One of the first steps that a new
employee at Krupp's (the famous gun
and armor factory of Germany) has to

to bind himself to absolute
recy as to what he sees or hears in
tiie firm. Hut, this oath notwithstanding. nothing is left to chance, for every precaution is taken to prevent the
employee from knowing anything
more than Is required f'»r his own lui
In the ofiiees all cor
mediate work.
rcspoiidence passes in locked cases.
0:>e official forwarding sm h a case
to rnoîli »r writes the name of the addressee ou a slip of paper, which is
Inserted und;«r a glass frame Ingeniously mounted in I he case. Only on
opening the case with its special key
can the address be removed, and It is
therefore Impossible for papers of importance to fall into wrong hands.
In the drawing offices every scrap of
paper Is locked at nlglit Into fireproof
and burglar proof safes, fitted with
The employees have to
time locks.
chnuge their clothes before entering
and after leaving the office, and they
take their meals In the works In the
dining hall, in cases where the secrets of the firm are Inevitably shared
by employees Krupp's pays salaries
such as would make any attempt at
bribery ineffective. This reference is
more particularly to the men in charge
of the armor plate and steel manufacturing process.—Army and Navy
Journal.

take Is

se.

accomplished by soaking

the nuts

which

have

been

called "gig
lamp" eyes.
specimen of the spider,
captured near Buitenzorg, exhibits a
remarkable power of changing the color of its eyes.
When taken the eyes
were dark brown like the body, but
suddenly they changed to bright grass
Soon afterward they turned
greeu.
back from green to brown, and this
change of color was repeated several
times In succession, apparently at the
will of the creature. Whether this action 011 the part of this curious species of spider Is an effort to inspire
terror in its enemy or whether it is an
effect of its own terror is uncertain.
Auother singular fact is that the color
Df either one or both eyes could thus
A

cold water over night. This causes
them to expand and when cracked the be
changed at will.—Harper's Weekly.
I
nette m «y be removed whole.
η

SFLCML l.lllttii.uUil as lu «Λυtits ο ν LAuu:;u clubs.

Four Months' Trial Trip 50 cents.

SPECIMEN COPIES

Are You Proud of
«.Your Bread?·
Have you

■

will be rnailt-d free os rcqu -st. It will pay my·
bo ly interested ia tr.y >v_y iu country life to
seud for thorn. Address the publishers :

LUTHER TUCKER ά SON,
AJ ouny,

reputation as a
pastry

a

ij

your pride?

H

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clean»** âr.d bi<ut;fief Ui· h»lr.
Promote* · lu iuri.nl nowth.
Kever Falla to Bettor β Gray
H*ir to It· Youthful Color.
Curt· Μ·!ρ difur· k. hair laiunf.
iOc.mdH.OU M DrumiiU

Then you are the woman
who will appreciate William

One baking day

Tell Flour.

Pi. Y,

CP* Subscription- taken st thle ofllce.

cake maker—is your

M

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed cxecutor of the last
will and testament of
WILLIAM It WEBSTER late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All itérions
havlne demande against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same foi settle
to
ment, and all Indebted thereto are reuuested

make payment Immediately.
EDWIN P. WEBSTER.
Dec. 20th, 1910.

AND

OTHER

NOTICE.

will and testament of
CHARLES W. CHASE late of Paris,
η the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
the estate of said de·
having demands against
tho "amc tor settle-

l,ri9ent

hn^hci^ll!jecirivcr

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby glvee notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
latc of Sumner,
ih»ri.?^IL^F5ST.ER
County of Oxfonl, <leceaee<J. and iriven

in ihe
In

bonds

ment

Stott on the Sack
Is a Safe

Planting and Winter Forcing.
EASTER LILIES, TULIPS,
NARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS,
JONQUILS, Etc.,

Dayton Bolster Co.

Sheathing.

35tf

For sale

—its Stott Standard

INSURi \NCE,

me

—always

re-

try it youH

use

sults

—once

other

FREE

We intend to make this

subscription season one
be remembered by our readers, hence this re-

markable offer :
To every reader of this paper who will send NOW—
TO-DAY—one subscription to our special combination—

For Sale

N.

PARIS,

CURE

and

THE

Each

ONE YEAR

for which

our

price

is only

$2.25

without cost to you, a set

We will send, absolutely
of three (3) beautiful photogravures, printed
plate paper, size 14 1-2x19 1-2.
These

on

HAND-COLORED

GENUINE
ductions from the famous paintings,
are

PEACEFUL HOUR,

heavy

repro-

THE BREAKERS, by Henrique
MOTHER AND CHILD, by Robert

FOR CSlds 8

If purchased in a first-class art store these pictures
would cost you at least $2.00 e&ch. They must be seen
to be appreciated.
The subscriptions may be either new or renewals,
but your order should be mailed TO-DAY to

THE

OXFORD

DEMOCRAT,
South Paris, Maine.

ν.

LUNGS

JBfc.

Ladies! Save Money and Keep

Magazine and Using McCall Patterns
McCaO't Ma»»xiaewill
help you dre?s styii lily at a moderate
expense I))- k υ ο ρ i ιι κ
you posted on tlio

latest fashion.· in
clothes and li-lx 00
New Fashion Designs
In caeh Issue.
Also
vaiuablo Information
on all home and personal matters.
Only
60c a year, including
η free
pattern. Sub·
scriiK) today or send

for (rco sample copy.
MtCall Patters· will enable you to make In your
own borne, witbyourown band.; clothing for
and children wlneli will bo perfect
η style and IK.
Price—non· higher tban 13
cents. Send for free l'attern Catalogue.
W· Will Cir· Tea Fia· rrneeti for gelling subscriptions among your friends, send for iree
Tremium Catalogue and Casb Γπζο Offer.
THE McCALL COMPANY, 239 to 249 Wed 37th St, HEW YOU

Ïourself

DAY,
Bryant's Pond,
M.

»ow.

USS—2-2S ΊΙ

to

Portland Auto Company,

Portland, Maine.
of

Bath Boom Trimmings

η town.
Towel Bare, Soap
3ath Sente, etc.
Special low
31m· Shelve* (or Cbrietmu.

L M.

LONGLEY,

a-

KAVMO.N'1/8
-'·
Losler, former homestead, Let
Range 2, 1j acres,
acn ··
1
·,
H. N. Cummlngs, l>ot 5. Range
Geo. L. Stephen:·, north part of, with coi
taxes, Lot M, Rang », t
George Marshall, cottage an I lot, Loti.',
Range 3,1-2 acre,
gkam

Michael

,1

acai>emi ukast

11. S.

riiiLur»
^
«oserts, 1'
Cummlngs, Lot I, Kange 3,
NOKTii

ία κ r

ok rows

!

Mason, stand near Kallro»
crossing, Lot 11, Kan-e
14 "
Mace,
of Taie*
Collector
J. HERBERT RING,
of the Town of Grtenwoo'·
Dec. 15,1910.

Geo. C.

of
Collector's Advertisement of Sale
Owners.
Lands of Non-Resident
STATE OF WAIVE.
taxes on lands situated Ι·ι tii<·
fortneyi»'
I'arls, In the Countv of Oxford,

Unpaid
1910.

of

The following list of taxes on reale-tatt
resident owners In the town id Γ;ι ΐ·
;
for the year 1910, committed to me f«r
for said town on the 2*th day of Ma>.
main unpaid; and notice Is hereby s'!u'n

co-

11'"
ar<·
said taxes, with Interest and char.:·
·*
date tax·. :»
rlously paid,so much of the real due thereier.
amount
sufficient to pay the
wl"
JJ "J.
Including Interest and charge*,
aUCBW. «*
without further notice at public
on the'
Sew iiall, South Paris, In sal·! town, ■'" » Λ·
1911, at nine o'i
in

Monday

February,

SI

li

Ε

£

Park, Nos
-ooper, W. E., 2 lots Oxford
I
11 and 12,
homestead
Emma,
iray, Robert and
farm, South Pari·,
unknown,
flowe, Henry, heirs of, or
boundpowder mill lot, so celled, at the
ed an follows, Iwrlnnlng

Isî
Ui
*·

Androscoggin
the
*t

Hiver, as It wa« In isti,sal I lot,
westerly corn r of
thence easterly on the northerly
said lotcleven rods;thence
of
line
seven
south, twenty degrees east,
onehalf rods, to center
and
llve
ty
up
northerly
of the river; thence
tir·»
the
the center of the river to

mentioned bound,
I barn,
Eugene, Pott e land an
;lbby,
teeord, Everett, Itumpus farm,
A. If.

·'

Largaat Stock

z'zi
-1

<-i

>*

middle of the Little

Me.

»«,·

si'

hi

5[s
î>

north

Automobile Engineer
train in three week», for portions paying |20 to
weekly. Easy work,
ihort hour*. Ureal demand now. Driving and
Five years of succès*. Write
(ange work.
men

I?

β

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Wo need

1

at Hotel
Monday 1»

U'·»

s

in

Style by Reading McCail's

MEN WANTED.

<

«?«

I
κ

OR HONEY REFUNDED.

J.

pay

CI

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY

■

su'lllcient

§
β

AND AU THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

4-3tf

Ferruzl

,,

vncmi

a

ME.

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.

by Kabel

κι

*

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Γ<^

Regular price $1.60,

tin mis loin imj·

WRIGHT,

practical farm paper for practical farmers,
Regular price $1.00, and

Your favorite local paper,

ARMI1I Rt», Bankrupt,

reading the foregoing petition, !t IOrdered by the Court, that :i hearing I* t*!
A. D.
upon the same on the ioth «lay ·■! -îan
lull, before said Court at Portland, in «ai t D'j
an<! tat
In
the
forenoon;
o'clock
10
at
trlct,
notice thereof be published In The OiW
Democrat, a newspaper printed In r-al I l««H
and that all known creditor·· an
In Interest, may appear at :·
birr, whf
place, and show cause, If any they.vu.'i
πο< I*
the prayer of nail [ictltloner
granted.
Court, uot
And It le further ordered by t
the Clerk «hall send by inall t··' a:i fcr.i.wa <:γ*·1
-1er, ι<1·
Hors copies of said petition
M
dressed to them at their place* f residence
stated.
Witness the Hoy. Ci.akkm κ Ηλιε, Ju'ft

by

KILL™ couch

The Oxford Democrat,

his
X
mark

MatthewMcCarthy
ORDER OF NOTICE TIIKHEO.Y
District of Maine, β».

Witness:

as

Detroit, Michigan

The New-York Tribune Farmer,
A

EDDIE

for, Including interest aid
without further notice at public a
Hall, lu sabl town, on the ilr*t
February, 1911, at nine o'clock λ. m

w,th

0 Hand Colored
r PHOTOGRAVURES

··

STATIC OK ttAIVK.

Miller

Building, |

Eddie

: V
Unpaid taxe» on laud- iltual
for tue
Greenwood, in the County of Oxford,
1910.
year
u(
r-UU·
The following lint of taxes un ren
non-resident owners in the town ί (irwnwoort,
for
we
11·
aforesaid, for the year lid", cutnmftU: «,f June.
collection for said Town on the lit!. i:ty
η I
1910, remain unpaid ; andInterest
<
inrt- are
a;
that If said taxes with
estate
not previously paid, so much .»f tt.c real
ie iter*
.r.t
th<·
to
Is
taxed

DAVID STOTT

F.

me.

In Bankrupt, r.
Bankrupt. )
ι
f the D
To the Hon. clarence Half,
r the L»l»:rtct
trlct Court of the United Stateof Maine:
armburg, of Ruu.f.ri. m u*
County of Oxford, and SUM Of M»::'
In saM District, respectfully repp -< nti, t:.at
the 21th day of I) comber, Γ.· ·, h«· was Icy
the A· ts of Conpt«
adjudgedtobankrupt, umler
I.·' hat duly Mrrelating Bankruptcy; that rl^'.tof j.roperty
rendered all his property and
: I
.lrtmtnb
trlth
all
has
and
fully compiled
:rt |./ά··:.:ι<
of said Acts and of the orders of <
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may le leertrl
by the Court to have a full dis -.ante from »
debts provable against hit e tab tndcr ■!
bankruptcy Acts, except such > u ai areex
cepted oy law from such discharge.Λ I) : ·1λ
Dated this :VMi day of Noveml r,

of Non-Resident Owners.

—buyof your Grocer today

■

to

you

no

PIANOS & ORGANS.

long

up to standard

—insures best baking

SOUTH

PORTLAND,

Discharge.

Collector's Notice of Sale of Lands

—never

C. E. TOLM AN & CO.,
Pythian Block,

1

bolted
touched by hands
—the purest flour you can
get

highest quality

—carcfully ground and

Stove Wood and
Coal.

New Baxter

Petition for

Port
of the said Court, and the seal ti.rreof, at
th lay of l*ccland, In «aid District, on tl
Λ. D. 1910.
J Λ M ES Κ. HtW Kl, Clerk.
[ L. β.)
A true copy of petition an<l 11er thereon.
τϊ.
Attest: JAMES Κ IIEWKV.C

—very

GREENHOUSE,

South Paris, Maine.

Bankrupt's

—made of finest wheat
—washed and scoured

A. W. WALKER & SON,

by

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

SOUTH PARIS,

WILL V. REDDING.

Ever/ Flour WithThe Name

Edgings,

J.

lm^^liateiy^0

Dec. 20th, 1910.

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

and fir.

All persons bavins
dccascd are
Citatc of
the "ame for settlement, and
βΓ° "-'Ί11681®''10 »nkc pay.

dêriiSl ».aKnlD8t th5
:Ι.1β ηΓ?]^^η

PORTER ST.. 80UTH PARIS,

Spruce

the law directs.

for Fall

Î5.

For Sale by N.

as

BU LBS

Flour

stated.
Wltneee the Hon. C'lakkso: Hai.e, Julp

of the said Court, and the seal t <■:> f, at Ρ rt
land, in said District, on the ITth la. of IV
A. D. 1910.
JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWKY,Clerk.

■

NOTICE.
''ereby ?>vce notice that she ί
"
appointed executrix of the
I
will and te?tam< nt of
last
PUAK T. RECORD late of Parle,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settleall Indebted thereto are requested to
mSemf
make payment Immediately.
MITTIE A. RECORD.
Dec. 20th, 1910.

ALSO

William Tell

crat, a newspaper printed In sai l District, aa 1
that all known creditors, and other i*rsor.« la
Interest, may appear at the said time .in I place,
and show cause, If any they have, why tie
grtnte'
prayer of said petitioner should t
And It Is further ordered by tue Court, That
«ι
the Clerk shall s«nd by mai: to a
ltors copies of said petition and this orler. ad
dressed to them at their places <f residence u

In the matter of
EDDIE ARMBURG,

Oil

FLOWER8,

CUT

I

that they I
A"bSc,?bcre hereby give notice
have been duly appointe*! cxecutrlces of the last

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

will convince you that no expert cook can afford to waste
her skill on ordinary flours.

Gazette.

one

Those who have experienced difficulty
>o removing the meats whole from pecan
nuts will be glad to learn that this may

KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES.
Sing!· Subscription, $I.Î0;
Two Subscripli-as, $3..*0;
Fiv* Suificrijitlone, $0.00.

possible

'•you

ones

WHO WISH TO

Mc.

advocates

pound of figs, three pounds
Queer Eyes of a Queer Spider.
of rhubarb, three pounds of sugar, the
The attus family of spiders, aboundjuice and grated rind of one lemon.
In Java, have In addition to nuWash and dry the tigs and rhubarb, then ing
out them into small pieces, put them merous smaller eyes a pair of large
Take

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

"Ihave token 'L. /·'.' At'rood'λ Medicine
fur rolils and d ijijiei'Siii and have found
jlKS. GEO. RICK EH.
prcat relit·/."
None genuine without the trade mark—"L.
F." iu large red letters. Look for them.
A large bottle, 35 cts. at your dealer'·.
Write lor liberal «ample to
THE "L F." MEDICINE CO., Portl.nd, Me.

ster In any other position than that
which It occupies, i'.ut when the old
houses were burned down and the task
of rebuilding faced there was a projio
sltion 10 establish them on or near the
site of St. James' palace.
Wellington
resolutely put down Ills foot on the
site

INDISPENSABLE TO

lhble to take <·οΜ from tin1
..j;iiu-nt exposure when out of condition.
To prevent sickness au·! Improve your
health, t!i.ir..· 1* ιι.» remedy equal t.> the uuo

tegic considerations'/ No one nowadays
can think of the palace of Westmin-

FIG MABMALADE.

into a basin with the sugar and lemon.
Mix and allow to stand over night. Cook
slowly until It looks clear. It usually
takes about half an hour. It can be
Small Margie had been sent to the sealed while hot or put into jelly glasses
drag atore to get some dye-atafl, and and cove/ed with melted paraffine.
forgetting tbe nam· of It ahe asked,
PINEAPPLE MABMALADE.
"What la it folka dye with?"
Pare the fruit and remove the eyes;
"Ob, varioua thing·," replied the
the pineapple, preserving the
druggist. "Heart failure, for inatance." then grate
three-fourths of a pound
"Well," aald Margie, "I 'apo·· that juice. Allow
of grated fruit.
will do. Give me five cent·' worth, of sugar to eaoh pound
Boll till it jellies, pour into glass jara
plea«e."
snd seal.
Medicine· that aid nature are always

Chamberlain'· Cough
most effectual.
It allay· the
Remedy acta on tbia
:ougb, relieve· tbe lung·, open· the ae:retiona rod aid· natnre in restoring the
ThouI lyatem to a healthy condition.
iand· have testified to ita superior ex·

In

ùiost excltlug moment of Ids life was
not In any of his great battles, but
that in which he had to forbid William
IV. to attend a public banquet in the
city during a time of great national
excitement. Of the millions of people
who every year see the English houses
of parliament how many imagine that
their position was determined by stra-

The

Ely Bros.,

A LOW PRICE

Stomach,

Wipe six pounds of apples, pare and pointed out, would be better as regards
core them; put the skins and cores into cent rail ty and couveuience than any
a saucepan, cover with two cupfuls of ■other.
Hut to the argument of tin·
cold water and boil quickly for ten duke there could then be no answer.
the
minutes. Drain away
juice, pressing "With a vast and growing population,
the apple skins to get as much of them
lie said,
Grate the rinds of four such as yours in Loudon."
as possible.
that
must never make it

OBANGE MABMALADE.

No. 1175.—Cryptogram: By chauging
the spacing of the inscription you find
"Genius is ukln to madness."
No. 1170.—Charade: Saw, buzz; buzz-

of
Thames Embankment Site.
Wellingtou once declared that
Plea

Wellington's

proposal.

APPLE MABMALADE.
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Possibly

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Κ very department written by gpedalisU, the
highcat authoritiesin their respectivolines.
No ether paper pretends to compare with it
In quallllcatioas of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural KJSWS with α degree
οt corapletenesj aot even attempted by other·.

with your
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Leading Agricultural Jml of lie World.

Chances

It's great!"

Then mamma had two little household fairies, who never forgot themselves, no matter how many temptations arose to change their smiles into

two

of cream, two eggs; season and mix all
together. Bake in a long greased pan in
a moderate oven for about twenty-five
minutes. Serve with almond nut gravy
when hot, or lemon when cold.

happy

before.
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AND

"Couldn't rake the lid for fear they'd
fly out. But I'll show you how to be
a fairy, too."
"Is it fun?" again asked Susie.
"Fun!" exclaimed Bess. "I wouklu't
stop for the world. I've never been
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